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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
(As amended Nov. 19, '1929)
Article 1. Name. This Society shall be called the Historical Society
of New Mexico.
Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall be,
in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular, the
discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical material,especially such as relates·to New Mexico.
.
Article 3. Membership. . The Society shall consist" of Members, Fellows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.
(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council
and 'elected by the Society may become members.
(b) Fellows. Members who show, by published work, special
aptitude for historical' investigation may become Fellows. Immediately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive
Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may thereafter elect additional Fellows .on the nomination of the Executive
Council. The number of Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.
(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof; such otherbenefactors of the .Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time
the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts,portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council"
and election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.
(d) Honorary Life Members. Per,sons who have renderedeminent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the Southwest, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elecf~d by the Society.
Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
.president, two vice-pre~idents, a correllponding secretary and treasurer, and a recording secre,tary; and these five officers shall constitute
the Executive Council, with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election;. and
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors
shall have been elected and qualified. '

Article 5. Electwns. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make ,its report to the Society at
the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving majority of the votes cast for the
-respective offices to be declared elected.

a

Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selection and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Councii.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly,meetings of the Society shall be held at
the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at
eight P. M. The Executive Council shall-meet at any time upon call
of the President or of three of its members.
Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three mem-_
bers of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by 'the Executive Council
and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such, proposed amendment is passed upon by the Society.

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially invited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the
corresponding secretary, Lansing B. Bloom, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

(From Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican History, II, 100)
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MILITARY PROTECTION OF THE SANTA FE
TRAIL TO 1843
By HENRY PUTNEY BEERS
and Frenchmen passed between Louisiana and
SPANIARDS
New Mexico, but it remained for an American army officer to make an opening that resulted in the establishment of
trade on the Santa Fe trail. After the acquisition of Louisi.ana by the United States by the treaty of 1803 with France,
its exploration was undertaken by the army. Not long after
his return from an expedition on the upper ¥tssissippi,
Lieutenant Zebulon Montgomery Pike, who had entered the
service in 1794, set out July 15, 1806, according to orders
of General James Wilkinson, upon a tour to the Southwest.1
With twenty-two men, all soldiers except the surgeon', Dr.
John Robinson, and an interpreter, he pursued his way up
the Missouri and Osage rivers from st. Louis. From the
Osage towns he took a northwest course across what became
the Santa Fe trail to the Republican river, where he visited
the Grand Pawnees. Thence he crossed in eight days to the
Arkansas, and after dispatching Lieutenant J. B. Wilkinson,
son of General Wilkins~n, down that river, he began its ascent on October 24 along what became the Taos branch of
1. For divergent views as to the purpose of this expedition see: Isaac J ~ Cox,
The Ear!y Exp1.orILtwns of Louisiana (Uni';ersity of Cincinnati, University Studies.
Jan.-Feb., 1906, Cincinnati, 1906), 108ff.; Isaac J. Cox, "Opening of the Santa Fe
Trail," Missouri Historical Review, XXV, (Oct., 1930), 41-43; S. H. Hart and A. B.
Hulbert, eds., Zebu1.on Pike's Arkansaw Journa!, (Overland to the Pacific, I, Denver,
],932). lxxii, xlvi. Cox connects it with the Wilkinson-Burr schemes directed against
Spanish territory, but Hart and Hulbert, who have used Pike's maps and papers returned by Mexico, regard it as an exploring tour.
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the Santa Fe trail. Hardships, met in exploring the sources
of the Arkansas, forced the party south over the mountains
to what Pike believed were the waters of the Red river. Here
he built a stockade, but it turned out that he was on the Rio
Grande, and on February 26 he was escorted away by a body
. of Spaniards to Santa Fe and Chihuahua. After seeing the
country and being divested of his papers, he was conducted
through Texas and placed across the Sabine, reaching
Natchitoches on July 1, 1807. Hisexpedition and his journal
published in 1810 indicated the possibilities of trade with,
New Mexico. 2 In his book appears the first detailed account
of a journey to Santa Fe. 3
The first efforts of Americans to open the trade were not
successful, for it was contrary to the restrictive commercial
policy of the Spanish. Parties that went out in 1809 and.
1812 were seized by the authorities of New Mexico; the
members of the latter were kept prisoners until 1821, little
being done by the United States government to obtain their
release. In 1817 Auguste P. Chouteau4 and Jules De Mun
were ordered away from Purgatory creek, a southern branch
of the Arkansas, by Spanish troops, that had come out
against American troops reported to be in this region, and
a while later they were apprehended and taken to Santa Fe,
where they were held for a time.
Three years' later ·an American military party penetrated south of the Arkansas. This was the expedition of
Major Stephen H. Long which, after travelling along the
Platte and the South Platte from Fort Atkinson, a military
post established on the Missouri near the mouth of the
Platte in September, 1819,5 struck the Arkansas above present Pueblo on July 16. Farther down the river on the 24th,
2. A mem'oria! of the general assembly of Missouri presented to the senate in
December, 1838 recognized Pike's service in this regard. Cf. Senate Document, no.
472, 26 cong., 1 sess., 5.
3. Hart and. Hulbert, op. cit" lxviii, xcv; E. K. Gilbert, The Exploration of
Western America, )800·)850 (N. Y., 1933), 102
4. After graduating from the Military Academy in June, 1806, Chouteau served
as an ensign in the army until his resignation· to enter the fur trade in January. 1807.
5. Henry P. Beers, The Western Military Frontier, 1815-1846 (University of
Pennsylvania,- Ph.D. Dissertation, Phila., 1935), 42-44.
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a division of the party was made; Captain Bell continued
its descent while Long crossed it to search for the Red river
towards the south. After passing Purgatory creek the major
traversed the upper waters of the Cimarron along which
the main route of the Santa Fe trail was soon to lead. A
journey down Mustang creek brought the party to the Canadian, which was followed on its northern side until September 10, when, much to the disappointment and chagrin -of
the explorers, they found themselves at the Arkansas. They
had believed themselves to be coursing the Red river, and
there was nothing to do now but continue on to Fort Smith,
. which was reached three days later. Here they found Bell
whose trip down the Arkansas had been much disturbed by
. Indians, mosquitoes and hunger.
Not far below the division point, Bell had fallen into
a route which later came to be travelled to Taos; this met
the main travelled trail near the one hundredth 'meridian
where the Cimarron division of the trail crossed the
river; so from there to around the great bend he followed the
trail. From the point where it turned oft' across the prairies
towards the northeast, he proceeded on August 10 for another month along the Arkansas to Fort Smith.
From here the members of the expedition rode in sections to Missouri; during the two or three weeks he spent
in St. Louis, Long must have scattered information about
the Southwest. In the journal, published three years later,
it was stated that several eligible positions existed below the
Little Arkansas for, military posts. For the traders' now
travelling between Missouri and Santa Fe, his map was
usefu1. 6
6.
Edwin James, An Account of an Expedition from Pittsburgh to the Rocky
Mountains. performed in the Years 181". 1820. under the Command of Major Stephen
H. Long (Early Western Travels. XIV.XVII. edited by R. G. Thwaites. Cleveland.
1905), XVI, 244. In later years an occasional caravan followed Long's route along
the Canadian river. whose great length Long was the first to show. A native of
New Hampshire. and a graduate of Dartmouth. Long was transferred from West
Point, where he had taught mathematics, to the Topographical Engineers in April, ,
1816. He had performed reconnaissances on the upper Mississippi and on the
Arkansas and Red rivers.
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Within two years after Long and Bell's exploration a
'regular traffic was established to Santa Fe: ' A party led by
William B'ecknelF and another led by Thomas James and
John McKnight reached there at the end of 1821. That year
Becknell pioneered the route from the Arkansas through
the Raton mountains, and in 1822 he opened a shorter road
along the Cimarron, which became the one chiefly used. 8
Thereafter a steady intercourse was conducted over a·route
starting from the Missouri river below the Kansas, southwest across,the headwaters of the Osage and the Neosho to
the great bend of the Arkansas. Thence along the river to
the ford where a crossing was made to trav~rse the upper
waters of the Cimarron and the Canadian to Santa Fe, distant 780 miles from the Missouri.
The commerce of the prairies was a hazardous business,
for wandering tribes of Indians infested the route. Long
accustomed to raid the Spanish provinces at will, they now
found a new and nearer source of plunder in the caravans.
In 1821 the James-McKnight party 9 was molested by the
Comanches, and in 1823 McKnight was killed by them. Of
Becknell's party two were stripped, whipped and robbed in
1822 by Osages. ,Up to 1824 about fifteen_deaths resulted
from the depredations of these tribes and the Pawnees and
Kansas. 1o Spanish and French development of this region
had been prevented by the hostility of these wild Indians,11
Not only the tribes of the Southwest but the Otoes and' Pawnees of the Missouri and the Platte raided New Mexico.
7. This was probably the William Becknell who was an ensign in the United
States rangers in Missouri from July. 1814 to June, 1815.. Cf. F. B. Heitma,\,
Historical Register and Dictionary of the United States Army (Washington. 1903),
1, 205. Before and after the War of 1812, Becknell was employed at a salt works at
Boon's Lick. Missouri. Cf.
Executive document, no. 38, 22 coni., 1 sess., 99, 112.
8. R. L. Duffus. The Santa Fe Trail (N. Y., 1930), 67ff.; A. B. Hulbert, ed.,
Southwest on the Turquoise Trail, (Overland to the Pacific, II, Denver, 1933), contains Becknell's journal, 56-68.
9. This party stopped at Fort Smith, a military post established at the end of
1817 about 450 miles up the Arkansas. Cf. Beers, op. cit., 58.
10. Senate document, no. 90, 22 cong.,! sess., 81-6.
11. Grant Foreman, Indians and Pioneers, The Story of the American Southwest
before 1830 (New Haven, 1930), 3, 7, 10 ;W. P. Webb, The Great Plains (Boston,
1931), 120-126; R. N. Richardson, ,The Comanche Barrier to South Plains Settlement
(Glendale, Cal., 1934), 55ff.
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With the latter the Mexicans made a treaty of peace at Council Bluffs in 1824 through the cooperation of Major Benjamin O'Fallon,12 United States Indian agent. Missouri by
this time was of the opinion that the United States should
undertake the protection of the trail.
That year the matter was brought up in congress. To
the senate committee on Indian affairs, Richard Graham,
agent to the Osages and Delawares, recommended a post at
the mouth of the Little Arkansas for the protection of the
trade. 13 With the transfer of the garrison of Fort Smith
to a point eighty miles up the Arkansas near the mouth
of the Grand and Verdigris rivers, Fort Gibson was founded
in April, 1824, but it was too far removed from the trail to
afford much protection. Governor AJexander McNair of
Missouri, who was then' visiting Washington, approached
the government about the matter, and Senator Thomas H.
Benton interested himself in its promotion. 14 In December
he presented a petition from Missouri for a right of way
through the Indian country, more Indian agents, and consuls
in northern Mexico. 15 The next month he presented a report containing recommendations by Augustus Storrs, a
trader who had conducted a, caravan in 1824, for a road,
a post at the place where the trail crossed the Arkansas,
and agents at Chihuahua and Santa Fe. 16 An act of March
3, 1825 provided for surveying a road and obtaining the
consent of the Indians for its survey and use. 17 From Fort
12. Niles Register, XXVII (Nov. 6, 1824), i51. Hiram M. Chittenden, The
American Fur Trade of the Far West (N. Y., 1902), II, 507.
.
13. American State Papers, Indian Affairs (Washington, 1832-34), II, 452, Feb.
10; also in Hulbert, Turquoise Trail, 99-100. Graham was of the opinion that a post
below that point would be too far away.
,
14. F. F. Stephens,' "Missouri and the Santa Fe Trade," Missouri Historical Review, X (July, 1916), 239-240.
15. House executive document, no. 79, 18 cong., 2 Bess. In this appeared a let..
ter from Major Alphonso Wetmore, army paymaster, advising a road survey by commissioners accompanied by a small military escort. Becknell had recommended a
road in 1822.
16. Senate document, no 7, 18 cong., 2 sess.; also in Niles' Register, XXVII, 312316, Jan. 15, 1825; and in Hulbert, Turquoise Trail, 8-298. At this time the representatives of Illinois in congress were instructed to support protection of the trail.
17. By' President Adams, Storrs was appointed consul at Santa Fe and Joshua
Pilcher at Chihuahua; the former accepted.
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Osage commissioners conducted the survey of the road between July 17 and September 11, 1825. 18 While on the way,
treaties were made with the Osages and Kansas providing
for the use of the road by citizens of the United States and
Mexico without interference by them. According to provisions in treaties with the Otoes, Missouris, Siounes (sic)
and Ogallalas made by General Henry Atkinson and Indian
Agent O'Fallon during the Yellowstone Expedition of that
year, those tribes agreed not to molest Americans passing
to and from New Mexico. 19 The Mexican reaction to these
efforts of the United States was to send troops to Chihuahua
and New Mexico. 20 But in May, 1826 Joel Poinsett, American'
minister to Mexico, finally secured permission for the prosecution of the survey through Mexican territory, and Commissioner Sibley and Surveyor Brown, who had spent the
winter. in Taos and .Santa . Fe, returned to their work. 21
Brown's accurate and elaborate survey and map were never
published for the benefit of travellers on the trail, but the
war department found his map useful.
To executive authority was left the matter of the establishment of a fort. When Benton wrote Secretary of War
James Barbour about it in the spring of 1825, he learned
, that information was being collected. General Henry Atkinson of the Sixth Infantry who had been in command on the
Missouri river since 1819 when he established Fort Atkinson
at Council Bluffs, considered the great bend of the Arkansas
as the best site, but without mounted troops to escort the
18. The notes of the surv'eyor, Joseph C. Brown, are reprinted by Hulbert from
the Eighteenth Biennial Report of the KOJrIBas State Historical Society, 117-125.; cf.
Turquoise Trail, 107-131. They also appear in W. F. Connelly, Hi.,tory of Kansas,
State and Peovle (Chicago, 'N. Y., 1928), I, 100-112. Cf. F. A. Culmer, "Surveying
and marking of the proposed Santa Fe route (1825-6)," New Mexico Historical Re-'
view, IX (Jan., 1934), 78-97.
19. While these far away Indians were treated with, the more important Pawnees
and Comanches were neglected. Such treaties were of slight value anyway. The
Yellowstone Expedition was a military expedition conducted on the Missouri from
Fort Atkinson to the Yellowstone river.
20. W. R. Manning, uDiplomacy concerning the Santa Fe Road," Mississippi
Valley Historical Review, I (March, 1915), 521.
21. Manning, loco cit., 516-527. Sibley's diary of the stay in New Mexico is
first puhlished by Hulbert in Turquoise Trail, 133-174.
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caravans and pursue Indians its benefits would be limited.
Moreover provisioning it would be expensive, and since
troops could not be spared from the frontier he did not
recommended the erection of a post. 22 General Jacob Brown,
then commanding general of the army, however, advised the
erection of a cantonment on the Arkansas by two companies
of mounted troops to serve as a rendezvous. 23 Submitted to
the senate by Benton, this came to nothing. The war department was evidently not interested in placing a garrison in.
the then far southw~estern corner of the United States, but
this year it located one near the beginning of the trail.
Up the Missouri river from Independence, Fort Leavenworth was established in May, 1827 by Colonel Henry
Leavenworth and a detachment of the Third Infantry. Its
erection was also influenced by the concentration of the
Indians of the Old Northwest in this region, and by the growing traffic along the Platte river to the Rocky mountains. 24
Located just west of Missouri, there was not a better site
on the boundary between the settlements and the Indian
country for a fort to protect the Santa Fe trail. Thus instead of placing a post on the Arkansas, where its sole
utility would have been the protection of the caravans, the
government employed the garrison of Fort· Leavenworth
for that purpOse.
Robbery and murder by the Indians resulted in 1829
in the first military escort. . Three men were killed by the
Comanches and Pawnees in the fall of 1828, and on November 14 a notice appeared in the Missouri Intelligencer that
1500 of the latter had gone on a war party against the caravans. Despite the treaties, the Osages and Kansas had
molested the traders. From the Missouri legislature came
22. Amer. state papers, Ind•. af., II, 656-657, letter to Brown, Nov. 23, 1825.
23. Amer. state papers, military affairs, (Washington, 1832·61), letter to Barbour, Jan. 10, 1827; which was written as a result of further efforts by Missouri during 1826.
•
.
24. Major Elvid Hunt, History of Fort Leavenwo·rth, 1827-1"27 (Fort Leavenworth, 1926), 16; Chittenden, op. cit., II, 630; Beers, op. cit., 94-95. Leavenworth
was a native of Connecticut who had been in the arIDY since 1812, and who had established Fort Snelling in 1819 and had later commanded Fort Atkinson.
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a memorial for their protection, but a bill for mounting some
infantry failed to get.through congress. This step was also
recommended. by Isaac McCoy, Baptist missionary to the
Indians of the Wabash valley and government agent for
their removal to Kansas, and W. H. Ashley, the .latter proposing a corps of 500 mounted riflemen. 25 In the Missouri
newspapers there appeared that spring a notice dated at
Jefferson Barracks26 April 18 to the effect that an escort
would be furnished the traders from Fort Leavenworth.27
,This post was temporarily empty but on May 14 four companies of the Sixth Infantry reached there from the former
place.
With this detachment of about 170 men Captain Bennet Riley marched on June 3 to convoy the traders and to
afford protection to the western frontier by impressing the
Indians. 28 Meeting the caravan captained by Charles Bent29
at Round Grove a week later, the combined company preceeded along the trail to Chouteau's Island, where the
traders crossed the Arkansas river on July 10 to continue
the journey alone, for the military were not supposed to go
farther than the boundary. But when word re~ched Riley's
camp the next evening that the traders had been attacked
and one killed, he broke camp immediately, crossed the river,
and joined them, only to find that the Indians had fled. Accompanying the traders to the Cimarron, Riley was back .
25. Senate Document, no. 39, 21 cong., 2 sess., 2, letter to Macomb, March, 1829,
which is reprinted in A. B. Hulbert, WheTe Rolls the Oregon, (Overland to the Pacific,
III, Denver, 1934), 136. Ashley was the Rocky Mountain fur trader who had opened
p the route along the Platte.
26. A military post established in 1826 on the western bank of the Mississippi
below St. Louis. Cf., Beers, op. cit., 53.
27. Nile8' Register, XXXVI (May 16,. 1829), 182
28. For Riley's report see Amer. 8tate paper8, mil. af., IV, 277-280, and reprint
in F. S. Perrine, "Military Escorts on the Santa Fe Trail," New Mexico Historical
.Review, II (April, 1927), 177-192. A more detailed account is given by Phiiip St.
George Cooke, a lieutenant who accompanied the escort, in his Scene8 and Adventure8
in the Army (Phila., 1857), 40ff. A native of Maryland, Riley had joined the army
in 1813; he had been a captain since 1818.
29. With his brothers, William and George, a';'d Ceran St. Vrain, Bent had in
1828 established Bent's Fort for trading purposes on the north bank of the Arkansas
river near the mouth of the Purgatory creek. Cf. G. B. Grinnell, "Bent's Old Fort
and Its Builders," Collections of the Kansas Historical Society, XV (1919.1923), 28·91.

.v

SENATOR THOMAS

H. BBNTON

(Twitchell, Jl1-iUtnrJj OCGu-pat,ion of New Mexico, 248)
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at the Arkansas on the seventeenth. For nearly three months
he camped along the river waiting for the return of the
traders. A surprise attack was made by Comanches andKiowas on August 3 in which a soldier was killed and about
forty oxen and twenty horses were killed or injured~30 No
pursuit of the Indians could be made since the soldiers had
no horses, but considerable damage was done with a small
cannon. After the command moved down the river, the
Indians again gave battle, and, although they were more
wary of the muskets, another soldier was killed. The en-suing two months were peaceful, and on October 11, the
time agreed upon with the'traders having expired, the march
homeward was begun. That same day an express came ,up
from the caravan which was only a day behind with a Mexican escort under Colonel Vizcarra. Furnished at the suggestion of Riley, this escort had sllstained an attack from
the Indians at the Cimarron. After exchanging civilities
and military demonstrations with the Mexicans, the Americans resumed, their journey to Missouri. Nothing eventful-occurred, and on November 8 the escort took up quarters
in Fort Leavenworth. During this c~mpaign in which the
first important encounter between United States soldiers and
the plains Indians of the Southwest occurred, four of the
former were killed. 31 So successful was the introduction
of oxen by -Riley that about half of the wagons subsequently
travelling the trail used them instead of mules.
Further protection of the trail was planned by the war
department. 32 Generals Macomb and Leavenworth both
favored it; the former recommended mounting eight companies of infantry for the protection of the western frontier
30. Riley believed these Indians and Arapahoes were the attackers, but Bince
the latter tribe was usually at war witb the other two, it is unlikely they participated.
Riley said eight, Cooke said nine Indians were killed. Eight years later Riley wrote
that he had with 150 soldierB defeated 800 Indians, killing or wounding forty of them.
Cf. Amer. state papers, mil. af., VII, 958, Riley to L. F. Linn, August 28, 1837.
31. Senate document, no. 90, 22 cong., 1 Bess., 58-59, 86.
32. Amer. state papers, miL af., IV, 154, Eaton's report, Nov. 30, 1829. John
H. Eaton waB the secretary of war from March, 1829 to June, 1831.
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and the Santa Fe trade. 33 Congress, which had again received petitions.from Missouri, considered this, but nothing
was done. Since the infantry escort had proved unable to
cope properly with the Indians, the army seems not to have
ventured again on the trail until provided with mounted
troops.
Events on the trail contributed towards the formation
of such a corps. With his former partners in the fur trade,
David E. Jackson and William L. Sublette, Jedediah S.
Smith entered the Santa Fe trade in 1931. Before their
caravan reached the Arkansas 'a young man attached to
it was killed by the Pawnees, and on the Cimarron, while
looking for water, Smith was killed byComanches. 34 He
had strong friends in Missouri where the protection of the
trail was still being agitated. Pursuant to a resolution of
March 2, 1831, the president submitted to the senate on
February 8, 1832 a report on the fur trade and the trade
to Mexico. 35 Contained in it were letters from William Clark,
superintendent of Indian affairs at St. Lo~is, Joshua Pilcher,
former head of the Missouri Fur Company and then a factor
of the American Fur Company at Council Bluffs, Alphonso
Wetmore and John Dougherty in favor 'of measures for the
. protection of the trail. Mounted troops were urged by
Clark and Pilcher, and the latter, referring to the death of
Smith, proposed the establishment of a post midway between
the western boundary of Missouri and the Arkansas river. 36
But Dougherty, who was Indian agent at Fort Leavenworth,
suggested a garrison of five or six companies on the Arkansas
. river, of which one company should be mounted. Mounted
troops wer~ also considered necessary for the protection of
the Indian frontier on which the Black Hawk War was then
33. Ibid., 219, letter to Eaton, Jan. 4, 1830. Alexander Macomb was commanding general of the army from 1828 to 1841.
34. H. O. Dale, The Ashley-Smith Exploration and the Discovery of a Central
Route to the Pacific, 1822-1829 (Cleveland, 1918), 290-299.
,35. Senate docu.ment, no. 90, 25 cong., 1 sess.
36. Major Wetmore's letter regarding the Santa Fe trade is reprinted in the
Missouri Historical Review, VIII (July, 1914), 177-197, and in Hulbert, Turquoise Trail,
175-198. He made no specific recommendations.
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being waged; so an act of June 15, 1832 authorized the organization of a body of rangers.
The use of these horsemen on the trail had been planned
by the new secretary of war, Lewis Cass. 37 That year
an escort of one company was furnished,38 but it started so
late that it met the traders before reaching the Arkansas. 39
The killing of two members of a party returning from Santa
Fe during the winter by Comanches and Kiowas emphasized
the need for continued protection of the trade. Captain
Matthew Duncan was ordered by Major Henry Dodge on
March 31, 1833 to prepare his company of rangers for an
escort to the Arkansas. 4o According to a notice that appeared
in the Missou1'i Republican of April 23, the traders were
preparing to rendezvous near the Missouri boundary, whence
they were to be escorted by a: detachment of the United
States army.H When Indian Commissioner Henry L. Ells-·
worth reached the Kansas river on his way to Fort Leavenworth in July, he met a party of rangers just returning
from escorting traders. 42 In August Colonel Dodge reported the return of Captain Duncan from an 800 mile
march on the southwestern frontier. Such are the military annals of the trail for the years 1832 and 1833.
Part of the military activity on the southwestern frontier in 1834 was another convoy on the Santa Fe trail. To
proted the trade and to keep peace among the Indians, the
Indian commissioners, Montford Stokes, H. L. Ellsworth
and J. F. Schermerhorn, who had been appointed in July,
37. Cass, former .governor of Michigan Territory, served from August, 1831
to October, 1836.
.
38. Amer. state papers, mil. af., V, 31, Macomb's report, Nov., 1832; cf. Jackson's message in J. D. Richardson, A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the
Presidents (N. Y.,

39.
40.

1924), 1157-8.

Stephens, loco cit., 257.
William Salter, "Henry Dodge," Iowa Historical Record, VI (April, 1890),
453. Gives the order.
41. The notice is reproduced in Publications of the Nebraska State Historical
Society, XX, 54, and in Perrine, loco cit., 176, but the latter dates it 1832. Miss Stella
M. Drumm, however, kindly located the notice for the writer in the Missouri Republican
of April 23, 1833.
. 42. John T. Irving, Indian Sketches taken during an Erepedition to the Pawnee
and other Tribes of American Indians (London, 1835), 21-26.
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1832 to investigate Indian affairs on the western i,rontier;
suggested in February, 1834 the location oi a garrison on
the Arkansas above the Little Arkansas as near the trail
as possible, but General Henry Leavenworth, on his arrival
at Fort Gibson to take conimand of operations on the s'outhwestern irontier, ordered Colonel Dodge on April 23 to
furnish some dragoons. 43 Lieutenant J. H. K. Burgwin was
sent to Missouri to communicate with the traders. Command of the escort was assigned to Captain Clifton Wharton, of Philadelphia, an officer in the army since 1818, who
had participated in the organization of the dragoons in the
preceding year. Leaving Fort Gibson on May 13, he reached
the south fork of the Neosho on June 3, and five days later
was joined by the caravan of nearly 100 wagons led by
Josiah Gregg. 44 The proffered escort was accepted and on
the tenth the combined company headed towards the Arkansas. During this portion of the journey the captain had
talks with Kansas Indians met on the road. At the cross-'
ing of the river he had difficulty in preventing the traders,
whose confidence in their own numbers and the presence
of the dragoons made them belligerent, from firing upon
the Comanches., His purpose to jnvite these Indians -to
meet Colonel Dodge on his expedition into the prairies
was defeated by Gregg's crossing over the river and threatening them with the troops unless they moved away. Wharton refused to accompany the traders south of the Arkansas,
for he did not intend to violate the boundary. So after they
had crossed over, he began on June 28 the return march,
which ended at Fort Gibson without incident July 19. Sickness had come upon the captain and many of his men during
the tour. For such a large caravan an escort was unneces43. James Hildreth, Dragoon Campaigns to the Rocky Mountains, being a History
of the Enlistment, Organization, and First Campaigns of the Regiment of United
States Dragoons by a Dragoon (N. Y., 1836), 105-106. This book has been commonly ascribed to Hildreth, but Joseph B. Thoburn casts doubt upon this in "Th'e
Dragoon Campaigns to the Rocky Mountains," Chronicles of Oklahoma, VIII (MarCh,
1930), 35-41. The dragoons had been provided for by an act of March 2, 1833 to displace the rangers. Cf. Beers, op. cit., 109-110.
44. Wharton's journal appears in Perrine, loco cit., 268-285. .
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sary, and it only served to encourage the traders to adopt
a hostile demeanor towards the depredating Comanches,
thereby increasing the danger for small parties. 45
For the next five years no escorts seem to have been
provided for the trail. Wharton's report did not favor them,
for the greatest danger was south of the Arkansas and affording protection beforehand placed the traders in worse
moral condition. Missouri ceased her agitation, and the
traders organized for their .own protection. Moreover for
severll,l years there seems to have been less molestation from.
the Indians, which was the result of the impression already
made by the military'. To this additions were made in 1835.
Part of the route of Colonel Dodge's Rocky Mountain
e:xpedition of 1835 was over the Santa Fe trail. Leaving
Fort Leavenworth May 29 with a hundred dragoons, he
traversed the Oregon trail and the South Platte and crossed
over to the Arkansas which was reached on July 30. At
Bent's Fort he met with a delegation of Pawnees, that he
had brought along, the Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Gros Ventres
and a few Blackfeet. Between the Cheyennes and the
Pawnees he effected a peace, and for the former'tribe secured the appointment of chiefs to whom he presented
medals. Thus were begun the relations between the United
States and the Cheyennes and Arapahoes of the upper
Arkansas. Resuming its way down the Arkansas, the expedition crossed the Pawnee Fork on August 30, the Neosho
on September 8, and reached Fort Leavenworth eight days
later. As the latter part of its course had been the same
as that followed by ,the caravans, the Indians must have
been duly impressed. Sites for posts had been observed
about forty miles below Bent's Fort and near the bend of
the river, which, it was believed, would be the most favora45. All Gregg had to say about this escort was that sixty dragoons were led by
Captain Wharton. According to the latter's report he had some reason not to say'
more. Cj. Gregg, Commerce oj the Prairws, or the Journal oj a Santa Fe Trader
(N. Y., 1845), I, 31. While Wharton was escorting the traders, Colonel Dodge led
500 dragoons on an expedition to the .Pawnee Pict villages north .of the Red river.
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ble depot for troops.46 But like previous recommendations
this came to nothing.
,
During his tour the colonel had hoped to meet the
Comanches and Kiowas near the Santa Fie trail, but he did
not encounter them. While he was journeying homeward,
however, General Matthew Arbuckle, who had resumed
command on the southwestern frontier following Leavenworth's death on the dragoon expedition to the Pawnees
in 1834, and Commissioner Stokes concluded on August 24
the first treaty of the United States with the Comanches
and Wichitas. By these tribes unmolested passage was to
be afforded citizens of the United States to and from Mexico. 47 In 1837 a similar treaty was made with the Kiowa,
Kiowa Apaches and TawakonL But, like the earlier treaties
with the Osages andthe Kansas, these were not overly effective'. Up to this time the Apaches had usually allowed Ameri;.,
cans to pass undisturbed, but after 1837, when an attack
was made on them by a body of Americans in the employ
of the government of Sonora, they became hostile.
Trader Gregg-Was again given an escort in 1839. To
take advantage of a French blockade of the Mexican ports, "
he chose a· route along the Canadian from Van Buren,
Arkansas. His application to General Arbuckle for an escort was met with the answer that troops could not be
spared, because of troubles with the Cherokees. So on April
21 his caravan of fourteen wagons took the road with only
its crew of thirty-four men. 48 But at the edge of the Cross.
Timbers, he was overtaken about the middle of May by
Lieutenant James M. Bowman, a graduate of West Point,
who had been transferred from the rangers in 1833, and
forty dragoons. That night was spent at old Camp Holmes,
46. Lieut. G. Kingsbury, Report of the expedition of the Dragoons, under the
command of ColOnel Henry Dodge, to the Rocky Mountains, during the summer of
1835, &. House executive document, no. 181, 24 cong., 1 sess., 28'.
47. Indian Treaties between the United States and the Indian Tribes, 1778-1837
(Washington, 1837), 626.
48. Gregg, op. cit., II, Iff.; cf. Thomas M. Marshall, "Commercial Aspects of
the ,Texan Santa Fe Expedition," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XX (Jan.,
1927), 245; Army and Navy Chronicle, IX (Sept. 19, 1839), 189; Report of Secretary
of War, 1839, 56.
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a former military station on the Canadian, where some
Comanches on the way to Fort Gibson were met. The
journey was prosecuted along the north bank of the Can. adian, the route Major Long had followed eastward in
1820. Early in June more Comanches were met, and invited by the lieutenant to visit Washington. The next day,
June 7, Bowman, who was already west of the boundary
at the hundredth meridian, turned back, leaving the caravan
to pursue its way alone through the most dangerous part
of its trip. Ordered to Fort Wayne on his return to Fort
Gibson, Lieutenant Bowman was taken sick and died July
21. Gregg reached Santa Fe and Chihuahua in safety, but
while returning along the south bank of the Canadian in
March, 1840 suffered an attack by Pawnees. Not much
damage was done and on April 22 the caravan entered Van
·Buren.
The next escort Was occasioned by the efforts of Texas
to expand towards the northwest where she claimed all
territory east of the Rio Grande. Gregg's trip revealed to
President Lamar the possibilities of trade between Texas'
and'Santa Fe. To promote this and to effect a peaceful conquest of New Mexico, an expedition was sent out in 1841
under General Hugh McLeod,49 but it fell into the hands
of the Mexicans and was carried to Mexico City. Besides
having this disaster to retaliate for, Houston, who succeeded
Lamar in December, 1841, maintained that trade passing
through Texas territory was subject to customs. One Warfield, who was commissioned to operate on the trail, went
to Missouri in the latter part of 1842 and enlisted a number
of frontiersmen. 5o Houston also authorized Jacob Snively
to waylay caravans illegally traversing Texan soil. Consequently applications were made by American citizens and
by General Almonte, the Mexican representative at 'Washington, for an escort of troops from Missouri to Santa Fe.
49. A native of New York and a graduate of West Point, McLeod had resigned
his lieutenancy in the U. S. army June 30, 1836 to enlist in the cause of Texas.
50. W. C. Bi;'kley, The Expansion Movement in Texas, 1836-1850 (University of
California, Publications in History, XIII, Berkeley, 1925), 106.
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In the following month, April; Colonel Stephen W. Kearny,
commanding at Fort Leavenworth, wrote that a number
of desperate characters had left the frontier of Missouri
to prey upon the trade, and that an escort had been ordered.
The desperadoes he referred to massacred, a small party
of Mexicans .led by Don Antonio Jose Chavez, a prominent
citizen of New Mexico, for which they were later hanged
or imprisoned..
From Fort Leavenworth the escort departed on, May
27; in chief command was Captain Philip St. George Cooke,
who had been with Riley in 1829, and other companies were
led by Captain Benjamin D. Moore and Lieutenant William
Bowman. Besides eleven wagons the expedition had two
brass mountain howitzers. Falling into the trail on .the
thirtieth, it reached Council Grove on June 3, where on the
next day Captain B. A. Terrett arrived from Fort Scott
with twenty-three more men, which made the total 190.
Two days later the military and the traders, numbering
140, half Americans and half Mexicans, left the rendezvous.
- -----~--Soon-Cooke51 went ahead-of the-slow moving-caravan, but
on June 11 he sent Captain Moore back to accompany it.
On Walnut creek at the great bend of the Arkansas, Cooke
received a visit from Captain Nathan Boone. With sixty
troopers, later joined by eighteen others, this officer left
Fort Gibson May 14, and, after travelling for a time up
the north bank -of the Arkansas, he- traversed the region
between it and the Cimarron to the Santa Fe trail; which
he reached June 7. 52 Crossing back to the southern bank
of the Arkansas shortly, he followed it to a point opposite
Walnut creek. Here on different sides of the river the two
commands camped, hunted and visited, while waiting for
51. Cooke's journal is edited by W. E. Connelley in Mississippi Vaney Historical
Review, XII (JunecSept., 1925), 72-98; 227-255. Cf. Army and Navy Chronicle, I
(May 11, June 22, 1843), 570, 767. Fort Scott had been established in 1842 west of
Missouri.
52. Boone's journal appears in Louis Pelzer, Marches of the Dragoons, in the
Mississippi VaUey (Iowa City, 1917), 181-241, and in Chronicles of Oklahoma, VII
(March, 1929), 58-105, edited by W. J. Fessler. Boone was a son of na'niel Boone; he
had been in the rangers and dragoons since 1832. .
.
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the arrival of the caravan. On June 22 Boone departed,
having been informed by Cooke that the traders did not
fear attack and believing Cooke strong enough. After riding south across the Cimarron and the Canadian and along
the latter stream, Boone reached Fort Gibson on July 31.
The day of his departure from the Arkansas Cooke learned
froni the trader, St. Vrain, that Snively was waiting at the
crossing.
, As the traders had come up, Cooke started on June 24
up the Arkansas, marching just ahead of the caravan. Near
the crossing six days later he surprised some Texans in
American territory north of the river. Summoning Snively
across the river, Cooke examined his commission,53 which
he considered irregular, and informed.him that he was in
American territory, since the boundary crossed the river
above that place. He therefore, obliged the Texans to surrender their arms; some of the dragoons crossed over the
river to search their camp. So that the Texans could get
food, ten guns were returned, and all who wanted it were
offered escort back to the United States. Continuing up
the river with the traders three more days to their crossing
place, Cooke started the return march on July 5. Beyond
the Pawnee Fork on the eighth, he overtook a squadron
he had detached under Captain Terrett to escort fifty Texans
who had accepted his offer. He now permitted some of
them to leave for Texas. At Elm Grove, Terrett departed
for Fort Scott, and on the following day, June 21, Cooke
reached Fort Leavenworth. The caravan he had escorted
reached Santa Fe; his operations against the Texans also
opened the way for other traders.
But much resentment was felt in Texas against Cooke's
unwarranted interference. Her indignity was augmented
when General Edmund P. Gaines not only approved Cooke's
action, but declared that, for the purpose of protecting
American citizens, he regarded the territory as far as the
53. It appears in Diplomatic Correspondence of Texa.; edited by George P.
Garrison, American Historical Association, Annual Report, 1908, II, 217.
Register, LXIV (Aug. 26, 1843), 406.

Cf. Nile.'
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Rio Grande as neutral ground. 54 Anson Jones, the Texas
secretary of state, thought this elongation pretty good
stretching; although the government of Texas had itself attempted to perform boundary feats, it did not like this.
Upon in'structions from Jones" Isaac Van Zandt, Texan
representative at Washington, communicated on November
10 with Secretary of State Upshur, expressing the hope
that the acts of Cooke and Gaines would be disclaimed,
that they would be punished and that indemnification would
be made.55 Upshur investigated the matter and intimated
that Gaines was considered crazy and that his doctrines
were unauthorized. 56 A court of inquiry held upon Cooke
at FOrt Leavenworth was of the opinion that the affa~r
occurred in. the United States, but this could be determined
only by a survey; it found nothing in his conduct "harsh
or unbecoming; and that he did not exceed his authority."57
Two years later during Kearny's dragoon expedition Cooke
was present when an observation found the scene of the
difficulty to be within American territory. Texas accepted
an offer of compensation for the arms, which were found
to be worth $1900. 58 No further operations were undertaken'
by Texas in that quarter. The Mexican reaction was to
close the New Mexican ports for several months. For years
Cooke experienced the animosity of the Texans. 59
Early in August, 1843, orders reached Fort Leavenworth for another escort, all the way to Santa Fe if necessary. With the same three companies that had so recently
returned from the previous journey, Cooke left Independence on August 24 with a caravan of 175 wagons, the
largest that had ever left there, composed almost entirely
54. Army and Navy Chronicle, II (Aug. 17, 1843), 206; Niles' Register, LXIV
(Aug. 19, 1843), 386. Born in Virginia in 1777, Gaines had been in the army since
1799, and since 1821 had commanded the western frontier.
55. Senate document, no 1, 28 cong.• 2 sess., 98.
56. Diplomatic correspondence of Texas, 1908, II, 228-229, Van Zandt to Jones,
Nov. 30.
57. Ibid., 1908., II, 301-2; Senate document, no. 1, 28 cong., 2 sess., 109-110.
~8. Senate document, no. 43, 29 cong., 1 sess.
Cooke believed this even extended to attempts at assassination. Cf. W. R.
Bernard, "Westport and the Santa Fe trade," Kansas State -Historical Society, ,Collections, IX (1905-1906), 556.

59.
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of Mexican owners. 60 At Council Grove,which he reached
with part of the caravan August 31, he found Second
Lieutenant R. S. Ewell with a platoon of company A from
Fort Scott. Twenty-five mo,re dragoons were. obtained
near the. Little· Arkansas from Captain Enoch Steen, who
had been sent out from Fort Gibson for the protection of
the trail. With his remaining twenty-nine men the unwell
Steen returned to the settlements. Much of Cooke's tini.e was
spent camping, drilling and hunting, for such a large caravan
moved very slowly. September 15 while still at the Little
Arkansas the company he had escorted out in the spring
appeared on its return. About a week later after reaching
the Arkansas signs of Indians were seen; so fifty dragoons
were ordered back to the wagons. The escort· had to· go
no farther than the Arkansas c;rossing, for there it met a
Mexican escort. General Gaines's letter concerning the
trail had produced this, and now the commander refused
Cooke's invitation to cross the river. So after the caravan
had crossed It, Cooke gave a salute and executed an aboutface. His return journey took twenty days. According
to his report American traders did not need or desire pro.tection ; the Mexicans professed not to fear the Indians; and
henceforth there would probably be no further molestation
by whites.
As a phase of the exploration of the West then being
conducted, a thorough examination of the Santa Fe trail
was planned for 1844.61 But the only explorer to visit the
trail that year was Lieutenant John C. Fremont on his return from California to which he had travelled in the preceding year. Hitting the Arkansas at the end of June, he
reached Bent's Fort on July 1. Not long after leaving that
place, he turned away from the river to explore the Kansas;
60. Connelley, loco cit., 249ff. contains Cooke's report; he also described the expedition in. an unsatisfactory dialogue fashio·n in his Scenes and Adventures in the
Army, 231ft'. Cf. Publications of the Nebraska State Historical Society, XX (1922),
122; Niles Register, LXV (Sept. 9, 1843), 19. Army awl Navy Chronicle, II (Aug.
1, Sept. 7, 1843), 206-207, 303.
61. Report of Secretary of War, 1843, 172, Report of J. J. Abert, chief of the
corps of topographical engineers, Nov. 1.
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so although he travelled in the direction of the trail, he was
~ome distance away from it. The continuation of exploration and preparations for possible war with Mexico again
brought him to the trail in 1845. Of his journey from the
frontier of Missouri to Bent's Fort over the trail no account
exists in priIlt, for he regarded that place as his real point
of departure and began the story there in his account. 62
After two weeks at the trading posts he went west to 9alifornia and an important part in its conquest. Lieutenant
James W. Abert, whom he detach~d, entered Mexican territory to the south, followed the Purgatory and the upper
Santa Fe trail to within sixty-five miles of Santa Fe, the
closest American troops had gone to the capital of New
~exico since Pike. 63 After exploring the Canadian and
Washita rivers, Abert reached Fort Gibson on October 2l.
Three days before Fremont arrived at Bent's Fort, Colonel
Kearny had left there with his dragoons. The chief purpose
of Kearny's campaign was the protection of the Oregon
trail, over which he had travelled from Fort Leavenworth
to South Pass, between May 18 and June 30. From the
Platte he had journeyed over a natural road to the Arkansas,
striking it above Bent's Fort on July 26. The remainder of
the march was along the Santa Fe trail. Passing Chouteau's
Island August 5, the expedition camped at the crossing, on
the seventh and on Walnut creek five days later. For the
three hundred miles from the great bend of the Arkansas to
Fort Leavenwort4 through Council Grove eleven days were
taken.- The colonel recommended dragoon expeditions rather
than posts for the protection of the trail.\!4 But Abert, in
the event that the United States extenqed its territory to the
Rio Gra:nde, proposed a site fqr a post between Bent's Fort
62. John C. Fremont, Memoirs of My Life (Chicago, N. Y., 1887), 424ff.
63. J. W. Abert, Report of an Expedition on the Upper Arkansas and through
the Country of the Comanche Indians, in the Fall of the Year 181,5, Senate document,
no. 438, 29 cong., 1 sess.
64. S. W. Kearny, Report of a su""",er campaign to the Rocky Mountains, &"
in 181,5, St. Louis, Sept. 15, 181,5, Senate document, no. 1, 29 cong., 1 sess., 210-213.
Stephen W. Kearny had quit Columbia College and joined the army at the outbreak of the War of 1812. He had succeeded Dodge as colonel of the First Dragoons
in 1836.
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and Taos, which, with the post contemplated' for the Arkansas, would, control the whole region.
Except for the year 1843, when Tex:as adopted the unwise policy of freebooting upon the traders, it is doubtful if
escorts were needed to pr'otect the trail. While a few traders
were favored with troops, many went without them; to
supply all was impossible. Not often did the Indians venture to attack the well-armed caravans, some of which even
carried along cannon; for it was not Indian military science
to risk losing many warriors. Real Indian raiding did not
begin until after the Mexican war, and then a whole line of
forts were erected along the trail, some on sites recommended years before.
When war with Mexico came, use was made of the experience gathered upon the trail. For the conquest of New
Mexico Colonel Kearny was selected and made a brigadier
general. With him was Cooke, who was soon appointed
lieutenant colonel of the Mormon battalion which he led to
California, whither marched Kearny after his occupation of
Santa Fe. At the battIe oi""'San Pasqual on December 6,
1846 died Captain Moore, who had been with Cooke in 1843,
and Lieutenant A. R. Johnston, who had been with Boone in
the same year. Lieutenant Abert performed topographical
duty connected with the conquest of New Mexico. For their
march to California the First Dragoons had been seasoned
by their marches on the Santa ,Fe traii.
Wi£shirigton, D. C·

TROUBLOUS TIMES IN NEW MEXICO
1659-1670

By
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

I

essay entitled Church and State in New Mexico,
I 1610-1650,
I described the origin and development of the
N THE

'/1

evil tradition of rivalry and conflict between the civil and
ecclesiastical authorities in the province of New Mexico during the first half of the seventeenth century. 'From the late
1640's to 1659 there was apparently a lull in this controversy,
judging by the lack of documentary material for this period.
But the old issues once more became acute during the administration of Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal, 1659-1661, and
that of his successor, Dionisio de Penalosa Briceno y .Berdugo, 1661-1664. During these years the authority of the
Inquisition was brought into playas a weapon in defense of
the Church with notable success. The following persons
were tried by the Holy Office in Mexico City on various
charges relating to their conduct in New Mexico: (1) Governor Lopez, (2) the wife of Lopez, Dona Teresa de Aguilera
y Roche, (3) Fray Juan Ramirez, custodian of the Franciscan missions, (4) Sargento Mayor Francisco Gomez, (5)
Capt. Nicolas de Aguilar, alcalde mayor of the Salinas district, (6) Capt. Diego Romero, (7) Capt. Cristobal de Anaya,
and (8) Governor Penalosa. The story of these cases forms
an interesting chapter in the history of the Inquisition in
New Spain as well as a most important phase of local provincial affairs.
The manuscript trial record of these cases is still preserved in the papers of the Inquisition in the Archivo General y Publico de la Nacion in Mexico City. The embargo of
the property of Lopez and Peiialosa pending trial by the
134
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Holy Offl,ce raised innumerable problems, and the record of
the litigation is contained in three large volumes of documents that are now filed in the Tierras section of the same
archive, although they really belong to the papers of the
Real Fisco. The first of these volumes also contains the
complete residencia of Governor L6pez. The ~aterials in
the Archivo General are supplemented by documents in the
Biblioteca Nacional which were formerly part of the archives of the Franciscan Province of the Holy Evangel.
-Finally the Archivo General de Indias in Seville, the Archivo
Hist6rico Nacional and the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid,
and the Archivo de Simancas contain reports which fill in
gaps in the Mexican series.
_
These papers form the largest block of source materifll
now available for the history of New Mexico between 1610
and 1680. Although they deal primarily with the Inquisition
in New Mexico and the broader problem of Church and State,
they contain a mass of detail illustrating every phase of provinciallife. The present paper, in which this large accumulation of documents will be summarized, is essentially an
essay on provincial life during the period 1659-1670, although the history of the activities of the Holy Office will
provide the main thread of the story. 1
II

Although there is notable lack of documents for Hie years
1650-1658, it will be useful to summarize the information
available as an introduction to the detailed story of the
period of 1659 et seq.
Three governors held office during the years' 1649-1659 ;
Hernando de Ugarte y la Concha, 164~-1652; Juan de Samaniego y Jaca, 1653-1656; and Juan Manso de Contreras,
1656-1659" Little is known concerning the first two. The
third was a younger brother of Fray Tomas Manso, the veteran administrator of theNew Mexico mission supply service and the former custodian, or prelate, of the Franciscans
serving in the province. During the 1650's Juan Manso
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assisted his brother in the supply service, and his appointment as governor in 1655, at the age of twenty-seven or
twenty-eight,2 was doubtless due in part to his brother's
influence. Manso's term as governor was characterized by
the usual routine of provincial business and occasional campaigns against the Apaches. Like his predecessors he engaged in trading operations and other business deals for
the purpose of deriving profit from his term of office. His
relations with the clergy were apparently friendly, and he
gave active assistance in the preliminary attempts to found
a mission in the El Paso area.
The phase of Manso's life during this period for which
we have the fullest information relates to his personal character and his friend'ship with Fray Miguel Sacristan, guardian of the Santa Fe convent. 3 A certain Dona Margarita
Marquez, wife of Capt. Jeronimo Carbajal, gave birth to a
child, and a few days later it was baptized by Father Sacristan., Captain Carbajal was absent at the time of the baptism.
It was common gossip that Manso was carrying on an illicit
relationship with Dona Margarita, and in order to quiet these
rumors it was decided to have a second baptismal 'service
performed and to have Manso act as godfather of the infant.
Father Sacristan officiated at this second baptism. Although
he went through the usual ritual, using both the water and
the holy oil, he did not repeat the words of the service, and,
according to his own confession made at a later date, he did.
not perform the service with the intention of repeating, the
sacrament. In short, the second baptism was a bit of playacting for the purpose of deceiving Captain. Carbajal and it
was. so· recognized by most of the persons who later gave
testimony concerning it. Then, on another occasion it was
announced that a child of Dona Margarita had died, and a
burial service was. performed by Father Sacristan. According to common report, the coffin actually contained only a
doll, or, as some said, some old rags, and the whole affair
was said to be another, bit of trickery to permit Manso to
obtain possession of the infant and have it sent to Mexico

---~~----
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City where- it was reared in hIS own household. It is not
clear whether these incidents related to one and the same infant or to two children, the first a girl and the second a
boy.3a The testimony is somewhat contradictory on this
point, but the burden of the evidence indicates that there
were two children, the first a girl and the second a boy.
Father Sacristan's friendly services to Governor Manso
were· not limited to the incidents described above. At some
time during his term of office the governor was beset by certain fears and hallucinations, during which he thought he
saw his dead wife and his brother, Fray Tomas Manso, who
was absent in Mexico, and he went to Father Sacristan for
advice and comfort. 'The friar put a bit of consecrated bread
in a silver box and gave it to Manso so that he could keep· it
on his person until his fears were quieted.
Although much of the evidence concerning these incidents was second hand, both Manso and Father Sacristan
were said, to haNe admitted the essential truth concerning
them. There is no doubt that Manso had an illicit relationship
with Dona 'Margarita, and to one of his closest friends he admitted the- truth of the pretended second baptism. He also
admitted knowledge of the pretended burial of the second· infant. Fray Alonso de Posada, who became prelate of the missions and commissary of the Holy Office for New Mexico in
1661, also stated that before leaving for New' Mexico in February, 1661, Manso, who was then in Mexico City, told' him
the story, of the' consecrated' Host; although' when Manso returned to tlle province in l:662' he' asserted; that the story was
false. Moreover, when Posada arrived in New Mexico in the
spring of 1661, he found Father Sacristan in a state of great
agitation. Sacristan fuiallyconfessed the incident of the second baptism. He also indicated that there was something else
that he wished to confess, but he could not bring himself to
the point of doing so. Sacristan was in such a state of nervous excitement about it that Posada was greatly concerned
and sought by friendly assurances to obtain a complete con-.
fession from his brother friar. But Sa~ristan refused to
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reveal the secret of his apprehensions and he finally hanged
himself in the convent of Jemez on the day before Corpus,
1661.' Posada immediately went to Jemez to make an investigation. He came to the conclusion that the circumstances
warranted the burial of Sacristan with the full ritual of the
church, despite the fact that his death was apparently the
result of an original suicidal intention.
Father Posada reported the incident to the Holy office in
a long explanatory letter, dated December 4, 1661. The
fiscal of the Holy -Office immediately requested that the case
be given formal consideration to determine whether pro. ceedings should be brought against the "honor and fame" of
Sacristan and whether Posada's action in giving him an
ecclesiastical burial was worthy of ·censure. During the succeeding year and a half all the evidence concerning the entire
Sacristan-Manso case, which was contained in the mass of
testimony accumulated during Posada's investigation of the
conduct of Governor Lopez and his associates, was copied
out and formed into two expedientes, or procesos, one against
Sacristan and the other against Manso. But apparently no
formal action was taken. Of course, there 'vas little to be
gained in proceeding against the memory of i"ather Sacristan, but Manso was very much alive. In fact, he was appointed alguacil mayor of the Holy Office for New Mexico,
and was charged' with executing the arrest of Governor
Lopez and other accused parties in New Mexico. And in
1664 he was placed in charge of the mission-supply service
following the termination of the contract by which the Franciscan Order had managed the service since 1631. Finally,
in 1674, the evidence against Manso was once more brought
to the attenti~n of the Holy Office, but it was then too late.
In 1673 Manso had been killed by a fall from a mule, and the
Inquisitors decided "that there is no reason to proceed, inasmuch as the accused is dead."
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III '
The details of the Manso-Sacristan affair have been presented here, not because they have great importance for
the general story of the Holy Office in New Mexico, but because they illustrate the general character of provincial
society during the seventeenth century. Ignorance, supersition, and moral laxness characterized the life of the Hispanic community, and the governors-ap,d even th~ clergy
-often set an evil example for the humbler members of the'
colony.
New Mexico received, few colonists during this period,
and among those who did migrate to the province there was a
high proportion of lower class elements and even certain
fugitives from justice. Father Posada's letters ,contain illuminating comments on the general standards of provincial
life in the 1650's and 1660's. On one occasion,he wrote:
We are in a land where most [of the people]
are ignorant. 4
On another occasion he wrote that he could not select a layman to serve as notary because few of them could write. In
the same letter, he said:
... this land ... does not have more than a hun-

dre~ citizens, more or less, and among this number

,are mulattoes, mestizos, and all who have any Spanish blood, even though it is slight. 5
The prevalence of illiteracy is made clear by the number of
persons who were unable to sign ,declarations of testimony.
There were few women who could read or write, but more
important is the fact that certain prominent members of the
local militia were also unable to sign their own name. Captain Alonso Garcia could not write as late as 1666 although
he later learned to do so. He served at least twice as alcalde
mayor of the Sandia district, once prior to 1661, and in 1680,
at the time of the Pueblo Revolt, he was serving as lieutenant governor in the entire Rio Abajo area. Capt. Nicolas
de Aguilar, whom Governor Lopez appointed alcalde mayor
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of the Salinas district, was also illiterate. In 1663, in testimony before the Holy Office, Sargento Mayor Francisco
Gomez stated that he had been taught to read and write by
his father,. because "there are no teachers there (in New
Mexico) to give instruction." 6
The existence of a large proportion of persons of mixed
blood that.is implied by the statement of Father Posada
quoted above is confirmed by numerous references in the
documents. And of course such a condition was inevitable in
a land which received few Spanish coionists. But what is
most illuminating is the fact that persons of mixed blood
could attain prominence and hold office. Captain Alonso
Garcia, referred to above, was a mestizo, and he owned a
large ranch in the Sandia-Isleta area. Another captainFrancisco Garcia-was referred to as a "mulato. pardo" ;
Captain Francisco Ortega was a "pardo"; Captain Juan
Lujan, alcalde mayor of the Picuries area, was a "mestizo
amulatado"; Luis Lopez, who was alcalde mayor of the
Senecu district in 1665, was an illiterate "castizo"; Captain
Joseph Nieto, at one time alcalde mayor of the Salinas district, was called a "mulato" in one instance, and in another
place a "mestizo." Nieto's wife was a mestiza.
The morals of the Hispanic community were exceedingly
lax. There were not only the common forms of illicit relationship, but the documents refer to several cases of incest.
Not even the clergy were free from vice, especially in· their
relations with Indian women. The practiCe of superstition
was present in various forms, especially in the curing of
disease, and there are occasional references to the participation of numbers of the Hispanic community in Indian ceremonial dances.
But this dark and gloomy picture must not blind us to the
fact that there were several important families who were
marked out above the rank and file. The weathiest family
was the Dominguez y Mendoza clan. Juan Dominguez de
Mendoza was the leading soldier in the province, and he was
constantly engaged: in service, either as an administrative
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officer, or as a leader in the local militia. The Luceros
managed to hold office frequently, and members of the Gomez
family were always prominent in the military service of the
province. The Chavez y Duran family accumulated considerable wealth in the form of lands and livestock, but they
were an independent lot and the governors often found it
difficult to deal with. But although these families were
leaders in provincial affairs, they were slowly losing ground.
The half~breed class was slowly but surely gaining increased
prestige and influence.

IV
The chronology of the custodians, or prelates, of New
Mexico can be established with considerable accuracy for
the periods 1598-1645 and 1659-1680, but there is still some
uncertainty concerning the list of friars who held office from
1644 to 1659 and the exact order in which thlilY served. 6a
Friar Tomas Manso, brother of Gov. Juan Manso, was custo<;lian in 1644, but he returned to Mexico City with the mission supply caravan in the winter of 1644.,1645. A resident
friar was undoubtedly chosen to' act as vice-custodian-inch~rge before Manso's return to Mexico, but we do not know
hi/? name. The person who was elected to succeed Manso
wa/? probably Friar Laureano de Rivas, for his name appears
in a dOGmnent of 1648. 7 Assuming that he was elected in
1646, three years after Manso's appointment, he probably
tooK office in 1647 ~nd served until about 1650. Rivas' succes~or would normally have been elected in 1649, but his
identitY,is not known with certainty. There is evidence that
Friar Francisco de Salazar was custodian prior to the term
of Ibargaray (1654-1656),8 and he may have followed Rivas.
On ,October 6, 1653, Friar Antonio de Ibargaray, was elected
to take the place made vacant by the renunciation of office
by Friar Miguel de Tobar, who was probably elected in
1652. 9 Father Ibargaray, a veteran in the missions, probably
took office in 1654, and served until April, 1656, when he was
succeeded by Friar Antonio de Aranda. 10 Sometime between
1656 and 1659 Friar Juan Gonzalez took office,ll and was
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followed in turn by Friar Juan Ramirez in the summer of
1659.. The Inquisition papers for the period 1659-1670 also
contain evidence that Friar Tomas de Alvarado was probably
prelate sometime prior to 1659, but the date of his service
cannot be determined. 12
As a result of the quarrel between Governor Rosas and
the clergy, 1637-1641, the missions received a definite setback. The Indians of Taos killed their friar and destroyed
their church, and the guardian of Jemez also lost his life.
The Taos church was not rebuilt for many years. Although
there was apparently no break in the continuity of the Jemez
mission, the inhabitants of the pueblo became restless and
their leaders were implicated in the abortive plots for rebellion during the administrations of Governor Argiiello and
Ugarte. Moreover, many of the churches were frequently
without resident priests because the roster of friars serving
in the province frequently fell short of the full quota of
sixty-six provided by the agreement of 163l.
But the mission spirit was by no means dead, and the
decade of the 1650's saw the beginning of the conversion and
indoctrination of the Mansos and Sumas in the El Paso-La
Junta area. The importance of El Paso, both as a mission
center and as a waystation between New Mexico and Nueva
Vizcaya, had been pointed out as early as 1630 by Friar
Alonso de Benavides, but for twenty years no determined effort was made to put his recommendations into effect. In
1652, when the supply caravan passed through the Manso territory Friar Juan Perez and Friar Juan Cabal noted the possibilities and importance of the region as a mission field.
After a trip to Mexico City they returned to El Paso and began the slow business of congregating the Mansos in a settled
village, teaching them the principles of agriculture, and
indoctrinating them in the Christian faith. By the autumn of
1656 a small church had been built and Friar Cabal was preparing to begin work among the Sumas. In September 1656,
.Friar Perez appealed to the viceroy for assistance to carry
forward the work then started. After consulting various per-
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sons who had had experiencee in New Mexico, the viceroy
finally agreed to provide four extra friars to be assigned to
the Mansos and Sumas. The cost was to be additional to the
regular expenses of the supply service for the triennium
1657-1660. 13
The New Mexico mission supply service had been put on
a sound basis in 1631 when the viceroy entered into an agreement with the Franciscan Order with regard to the number
pf friars to be supported by the royal treasury, the amount
of the supplies to be furnished each triennium, the number
and.cost of the wagons, etc. The contract fixed a maximum
quota of sixty-six friars to administer the missions, but by
1656 the number actually in service had fallen as low as fortysix. In 1657 the viceroy authorized sending twenty more to
bring the number up to the full quota, as well as the four
additional for the new Manso and Suma missions. i4
Friar Tomas Manso, under appointment as procuratorgeneral of the Custodia of iN ew Mexico, had been in charge of
the supply service since 1628. He had established an excellent record for. sound, effective management. In 1655 he
was rewarded by election as Provincial of the Province of the
Holy Evangel, and not long thereafter he was appointed
Bishop of Nicaragua. 15 His successor as procurator-general
and administrator of the supply service was Friar Juan Ramirez, who was born in rasco about 1617. His early education
was obtained in Tasco and in the College of San Pablo y San
Pedro in Mexico City. After entering the Francisc'an Order
he studied in Toluca, Mexico City, and Puebla. After his
ordination he had a varied career, serving the Order in several posts of importance and responsibility, being twice
appointed proc·urator-general and comisario de corte of all
the Franciscan provinces of New Spain. On March 2, 1656,
Ramirez was appointed procurator-general of the custodia
of New Mexico to succeed Friar Tomas Manso. During the
succeeding two and a half years he was busily engaged with
the multifarious details of organizing the next mission,caravan. The purchase of supplies for seventy friars and the
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organization of a wagon train consisting of more than thirtyfive wagons, several hundred mules, cattle, and other livestock, with the necessary mayordomos, drivers, and servants, was no small task. And before the caravan set out for
New Mexico on December 24, 1658, Ramirez received additional honor and responsibility, for on June 5, 1658, he received a patent of election as custodian of the missions to
succeed Friar Juan Gonzalez.

V
Indian affairs during the decade of the 1650's were
characterized by an increasing restlessness among the
Pueblos and a growing hostility on the part of the Apache
tribes.
By 1650 the Indians were fully aware of the meaning
and implications of Spanish supremacy and the mission
system. Spanish supremacy had brought a heavy burden
of labor and tribute, and encroachment on the lands of the
pueblos. The mission system added to the burden of labor,
but the most important phase of the program of Christianization was its effect on the old folk customs.
The friars sought not only to teach a new faith, but they
zealously tried also to put an end to the practice of native
religious ceremonial, to destroy the influence of the traditional leaders of the Indians, and to impose rigid monogamy
on a people whose code of marital and sexual relationship
was fairly flexible and elastic. In order to maintain mission
discipline the friars often resorted to the imposition of physical punishment for such offenses as failure to attend religious services, sexual immorality, and participation in the
native communal dances. Each mission had a fiscal who carried out the orders of the friar and inflicted punishment on
offending parties. Whipping was commonly used as an
instrument of discipline.
Occasionally the punishment was so severe that the prelate found it necessary to intervene. The most flagrant case
on record during the entire seventeenth century occurred in
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1655. In the summer of that year several Indian captains
from the Hopi pueblos appeared before Custodian Ibargaray,
then living in Sia; to denounce the actions of their priest,
Friar Salvador de Guerra. The custodian deemed the charges
serious enough to go to the pueblo of Xongopavi to make a
personal investigation. Several Indians were summoned
to testify, and they told a harrowing tale. They stated that
an Oraibi Indian named Juan Cuna had been discovered in
some act of idolatry. In the presence of the entire pueblo,
Father Guerra gave him such a severe beating that "he was
bathed in blood." Then, inside the church, the friar administered a second beating; following· which he took burning
turpentine and larded the Indian's body from head to feet.
Soon after receiving this brutal punishment the Indian died.
The Indians also testified that several other persons, especially boys and girls guilty of immoral conduct, had been
whipped and tarred with hot turpentine. Finally, they
accused the friar of having forced the Indians to weave cotton and woolen mantas, demanding a stipulated number of
finished pieces regardless of whether he gave them sufficient
raw material, and stated that failure to produce the required
number witliin a certain time limit was punished by whipping.
When summoned to answer the charges Father Guerra
admitted that he occasionally used beating and larding with
turpentine to punish idolaters and boys and girls for "culpas
particulares." He also admitted using Indian labor for
the weaving of :mantas (apparently this was a customary
practice at the Hopi missions), but insisted that he did not
know whether the quantity of raw material was sufficient
or not. "Those who apportion it out are to blame." He also
denied setting a time limIt within which the mantas were to
be finished.
The case was considered by the custodian and definitors,
and on July 17 sentence was pronounced. The sentence
stated that-
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Since the said father friar is incorrigible, overbearing, a~d arrogant, and a revealer of the secrets
of the Order, as is proved by one of the lette;rs
inserted in the proceedings, and since he has been
so incompetent and contradictory and on account
of his lack of modesty and decorum, [the details of]
which are not set down for reasons of monastic
decency; for these reasons they said that they had
found, and found, according to God and the unburdening of their consciences, that it is necessary,
both for the tranquility and peace of this Custodia
and the reputation of our sacred Order, which is
destroyed to such an extent by the excesses and
scandals which the said father has caused in a little
more than two years since he came to this Custodia,
as well as for the consolation and alleviation of the
natives whom he has harrassed so greatly in the administrations which have been in his charge during
this short period . . .

to order him to be confined to the convent of Cuarac and deprived of the right to say mass and perform other ecclesiastical functions until the departure of the next supply caravan,
and at that time he should be sent to Mexico City to appear
before the superior prelates of the Order who would provide
whatever punishment they might deem necessary.
The record ends at this point. It is not known whether
Guerra was sent to Mexico City or not. If so, he returned to
New Mexico where he served as guardian of several convents,and in 1661 he became the notary of Fray Alonso de
Posada, commissary of the Holy Office. In this latter capacity he was a most efficient assistant oi Posada in building
up the case against Gov. Bernardo Lopez de MendizabalP
We have the record of another Indian case which illustrates not only the slight respect that some of the natives
had for the new faitb, but also the form of punishment sometimes imposed for petty larceny. Sometime during the
administration of Governor Samaniego a Hopi Indiannamed
Juan, living in the pueblo of Awatovi, was found guilty of
impersonating Fray Alonso de Posada, guardian of the
mission. During Father Posada's absence from the pueblo,
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Juan summoned the Indians to the church, where he put on
the friar's vestments, took the incense burner and censed an
altar, chanted the Salve, and then sprinkled holy water in
the manner priests do it." For this offense, and because
he was also guilty of grave sexual immorality, he was taken
to Santa Fe and deposited in the convent. The prelate,
Father Ibargaray, taking into account Juan's lack of understanding (incapacidad) of the seriousness of his acts, sentenced him to a period Of service in the convent where he
could be instructed in the faith.
In 1656 Juan was found guilty of breaking into the
storeroom of the convent and stealing supplies. For this
second offense he was whipped and then deposited in the
workshop of a citizen of Santa Fe. Later he was transferred
to the Casa Real. In January, 1659, it was discovered that
he had stolen linens, sugar, chocolate, and other effects fr()m
a certain Juan de Mesta who lived in the Casa Real with Gov- .
ernor Manso. The stolen goods were taken to the house of
Nicolas Duran, el mozo, and his Apache wife who sold them
to various citizens of the villa. In this second act of theft
Juan had an accomplice, an Indian named Cristobal Meco,
who was being held in the Ca;sa Real on a charge of homicide.
Governor Manso ordered Juan and Cristobal to trial.
They were defended by Capt. Diego Romero, protector and
defender of the Indians. Romero petitioned the governor to
use mercy in punishing the defendants, because of their
"poca capacidad," and in view of the fact that "these natives
do not regard it an affront or crime to steal or to commit
atrocious offenses, rather he who commits the greatest
crimes is regarded as the most honored." But Manso deemed
their crime worthy of severe punishment, and on February
10, 1659, imposed sentence as follows:
And I condemn [them] to a penalty of two
hundred lashes, which is to be executed in this manner: that they be taken from the prison where they
are and mounted upon a pack animal, that they be
taken thus through the public streets of this said
villa and with the voice of the crier to declare their
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crimes,- and after they have been whipped in this
way that they be sold at public auction and be
knocked down to the person who will give most for
them, the said Juan Sufii 18 for a period of ten
years, and the said Cristobal Meco for a period of
five years, in order that in this way they may purge
themselves of their sins and that it may serve as
a punishment for them and as an example to the
rest. The proceeds of their sale and auctioning I
apply to pay the people who have worked on the
apartment which has been built in these Casas
Reales and for the costs originating from these
decrees, the assessment of which I reserve to
myself.
.

Manso also found Nicolas Duran and his wife guilty as
encubridores, and condemned them to service in the house of
Duran's father and ordered their home to be razed to the
ground. The public whipping of Juan took place on the day
of the sentence in the presen.ce of "many men, women, and
children." The sentence of Cristobal Meco was suspended
pending further investigation, the result of which is not
known. On February 14, Juan's ten years of service were
sold to the highest bidder, P,edro de Valdes, the nephew of
the governor, for seventy-two pesos. This was equivalent
to less than one-sixth of a real a day, or less than one-third
of the current, rate of wages. In 1660 Governor Lopez
forced Valdes to release Juan, who was then taken into the
service of the new governor;19
This case is described in' detail because it is the only
trial of an Indian that has been preserved in all of the seventeenth century documents. It was doubtless typical of many
others. Harsh physical punishment and terms of forced
service were customary throughout the Indies for crimes
committed by Indians. Spaniards guilty of similar offenses
were usually let off with a fine, or a brief period of imprisonment.
But drastic disciplinary measures, even of the sort employed by Friar Salvador de Guerra, could not force full
allegiance to the new order. The efforts of the clergy to
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abolish the old ceremonial forms and to set up new standards
of conduct merely caused greater resentment on the part of
the Indians, and, to make mattei's worse, the civil authori~
ties frequently disagreed with the friars both on matters of
policy in such affairs and on practical measures to ensure
loyalty to the Christian way of life. Moreover, both the
'clergy and the civil authorities failed to realiz~ the fundamental implications of enforced adherence to the new. faJth
and its social standard. In the Pueblo system religion, village government, and social institutions were so closely
interrelated that it was impossible to abolish any part without destroying the whole. The substitution of Christian
faith and morals for pagan religion and aboriginal standards of conduct would necessarily threaten the entire structure of Pueblo life, and it was inevitable that the Pueblo
would fiercely resist the chanE:e.
The Pueblos were not unwilling to' accept the externals
of the new faith, but they found it difficult to understand the
deeper spiritual ~alues ~f Christianity. Pueblo religion'
served definite material and social ends, viz. the propitiation
of those supernatural forces which they believed controlled
their daily existence. 'They expected the same ,results from
the Christian faith. But they soon realized that the new
ways were no more successful in obtaining a good harvest
than the old, and they realized too that the efforts to abolish
their traditional ceremonials and destroy the influence of
the old native leaders whose functions were both social and
religious raised serious problems concerning the entire fund
of ,Pueblo civilization. Bewilderment, soon turned into.
resentment, and resentment into a resurgence of loyalty to
the traditional norms of folk-culture. The burden of labor'
and tribute might have been tolerated if offset by recognized
advantages, but if the new faith was no more efficient in
guaranteeing harvest or success in the hunt, what had been
gained by accepting Spanish overlordship?
To make matters worse, the coming of the Spaniards
had definitely sharpened the ho~tility of the Apache' and
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Navaho who surrounded the Puehlqs on all sid,es. The cause
of the )ncreasing enmity WllS douhtlessresentment against
the common, practice of seizing Apache and Navaho boys and
girls by Spaniards during trading expeditions to the lands of
these tribes, in order to impress' them into service on the
, ranches or as hous,eservants; and to sell them as slaves in the
labor market~ of New Spain. During the administration of
Governor SaPlaniego the Apaches raided the, Jumano pueblo
east of Ah6, profaned the chqrch and, carried off twenty.,. .
seven women and children captives. An expedition led by
Juan Dominguez de Mendoza was s,ent against them and left
them "well punished.'~ The year following the Navahos
ambushed the pqeblo of Jemez, killing nineteen and taking
thirty-five captives. Once more Juan Dominguez led the
rescue party. He surprised the Navahos during a native
ceremonial, killed several Navahos, imprisoned 211, and
released the captives, including a Spanish woman. In 1658
the Apaches raided the Zuni pueblos, and in 1659 they made
other attacks on frontier pueblos. These raids continued
with increasing frequency during the twenty years 16601680, until the Apache menace threatened the security of the
entire province. 20
'
VI
Thus serious problems faced the new governor, Bernardo L6pez de Mendizabal, who anived in the summer of
1659. Much depended on the tact, skill; and firmness with
whkh he undertook the heavy duties and obligations of his
office. Above all, it was necessary that amicable relations be
maintained with members of the local colony and the clergy.
Unfortunately his administration was characterized by the
most serious controversy since the days of Rosas, and the
ultimate result was a serious weakening of Spanish supremacy which paved the way to the catastrophe of 1680.
NOTES
1. See Appendix 1 for a list of the most important manuscript sources to be
ci~ed in this. essay.
2. On 'January 13, 1661, Manso testified before the Holy Office that he was a
native of the villa de Loarca, Concejo de Valdes in Las Asturias de Oviedo and that
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he was thirty-three or thirty-four years of age. Thus he was twenty-seven or twentyeight years of age in 1655. Proce8o contra Lopez, 11.
3. The materials on this phase of Manso's career are found in two expedientcs:
(1) Te8tijicacione8 que 8e an 8acado a pedim. to del s.r ji8Cal q.- Don Juan Man80
Residente en el Nuebo Mexico. [1661-1674), A., G. P. M., Inquisici6n 502: (2)
Papeles que 86 remitieron del Nuebo Mexico del 8usesso y fin desastrado de ahorcarse
fray Miguel Sacristan del orden de S.or San 'Francisco. Y te8tijieacione8 que se an
sacado contra, el, a pedimento del S.r fi8cal, [1661-1663], A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 594.
3a. Governor Lopez, testifying before the Holy Office in 1663, definitely stated
that the child supposed to have been buried was the same as the' one twice baptized.
'Proceso contra Lopez, Ill.
4. Posada to the Holy Office, Santo Domingo, December 4, 1661, A. G. P. M.,
Inquisici6n, 594. ~
,
5. Id. to id., Santo Domingo, December 8, 1661, A. G. P. M.,'Inquisicion 595.
6. Declaration of Gomez before the Holy Office, May 5, 1663. Proceso contra
G6mez.
6a. The chief source of information concerning the chronology of the custodians,
from 1623 to about 1760 is a compilation of extracts from the libro8 de decreto8 of the
Franciscan Province of the Holy Evangel made in the eighteenth century by Friar
Francisco de 1a Rosa Figueroa. CU8todio8 de Nuevo Mexico. B. N. Mex., legajo 9,
doc. 8. But Rosa's compilation contains a gap of thirteen years, 1640-1653.
7. Te8timonio de un mandamiento en fauor de la CU8todia. [1648-1661). B. N.
Mex., legajo 1, doc. 19.
'
8. Declaration of Francisco de Valencia, Santa Fe, June 18, 1660. Proce8o
eontra Lopez, 11.
'9. Custodios de Nuevo Mexico, B. N. Mex., legajo 9, doc. 8'.
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CHAPTER II
GOVERNOR BERNARDO LOPEZ DE MENDIZABAL
ERNARDO LOpez de Mendizabal was a native of the prov-

B -ince ofChietla in New Spain, and at the time of his

appointment as governor of New Mexico he was about forty
years of age. He was a member of a fairly distinguished
family and some of his ancestors had held important posts
in the service of the Crown. 1 l{e had been educated in the
Jesuit colleges of Puebla and Mexico City, and in the Royal
University of Mexico, his course of study consisting of the
arts and canon law. After completing his studies he spent
several years in the galleon service, 'and finally went to Cartagena de Indias where one of his cousins was bishop.· For
a brief period he served as visitor of the diocese on appointment by his cousin. 2
During his stay in Cartagena he married Dona Teresa
de Aguilera y Roche. Dona Teresa's mother was an Irish
woman who had been sent to Spain to escape British tyranny.
She had been reared in the household of the Marques de Santa
Cruz. Dona Teresa was born in Alexandria, Italy, where her
father, Don Melchor de Aguilera,was serving as governor.
At the time of her marriage to Lopez her father was governor of Cartagena. Subsequent to his marriage Lopez returned to Mexico wh.ere he held office as alcalde mayor of San
Juan de los Llanos and later in Guaiacocotla. In 1658 the
viceroy, Duque de Albuquerque, appointed him to the governorship of New·Mexico. 3
. .
This the appointment of Lopez a~ governor of New
Mexico came after a varied career in the New World. But
this experience had not taught him the most important thing
necessary for the successful government of his new province:
the value of an<;l. need for tact. He was a belligerent, selfconfident, contentious individual, and he had an unfortunate
talent for biting, scathing speech. As a result, many of his
aCtions were quixotic in character. Although his early train152
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.ing and some of his administrative experience had pointed
toward an ecclesiastical career, 4 he was a firm believer in the
supremacy of secular ati"thority, and he never hesitated to
manifest his attitude on this question, by word and deed,
whenever the issue was at stake. This attitude naturally
marked him as an "enemy" of the Church in the eyes of the
clergy, and the belligerence with which he expressed' his
views merely strengthened their belief.5
II
I'

The ,quarrel between L6pez and the New Mexico clergy
had its beginning ~uringthejourneyto New Mexico in 16581659; According to L6pez he had a misunderstanding with
Friar Juan Ramirez, the new custodian and the administrator of the supply caravan with which L6pez made the .trip
northward, before they left Mexico CitY,6 but it was during
the long march to the Rio Grande that relations became definitely embittered. There were differences of opinion between
L6pez and Ramirez concerning their respective authority
with regard to offenses committed by laymen attached to
the caravan, and L6pez was said to have made the unwarranted assertion that as governor and captain-general he
should be recognized as' the "universal head." The clergy
naturally inferred that by this statement he claimed authority over both temporal and. spiritual affairs. 7 It was appar.
.ent also that neither L6pez nor his wife was punctual and
regular in attendance at mass and in the performance of
other duties required by the Church. s According to Ramirez
and some of his associates, several of the new friar-recruits
were so scandalized by the governor's conduct, especially by
his reported boast that he had authority to govern both the .
temporal and the spiritual, that they petitioned the prelate
for privilege to return to Mexico City. Ramirez denied their
plea, but he could not prevent ten of the twenty-four friars
from deserting the earav.an before it reached EI Paso. 9
When all of these charges were formally filed against
L6pez duringhis trial by the Inquisition four years later, he

.
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made a strenuous denial of the accusation that he claimed
univer~al authority. ,He insisted that he merely asserted
jurisdiction over laymen attached to the caravan, under
authority issued by the viceroy before he left Mexico City.
And both Lopez and his wife~ Dona Teresa, insisted that
their failure to fulfill their religious obligations was due to
the inclemency of the'weather and to poor health, rather than
any fundamentally
irreligIous attitude. Moreover, Lopez
,
made serious countercharges concerning Ramirez. He testified that it was the prelate who was the real cause of dissatisfaction among- the friars, and that the latter wished to
return because they found it impossible to continue the journey with :'such an evil friar."lo
'
At Parral, Lopez and a small group, including Father
Ramirez, pushed on ahead of the main caravan, and reached
the 'Manso mission at. EI Paso early in June. Crossing the
river he continued the journey withoutdelay until he reached
the Piro pueblo of Senecu, where Friar Garcia de San Francisco was guardian. Friar Garcia had labored among the
Piros for thirty years, and he was expert in the Piro tongue.
In "the late 1650's he took over the direction of the Manso
mission at EI Paso, and for several years thereafter he was,
actively engaged in the administration of the missionary
program in the entire Manso-Suma area. At Senecu, Lopez
and his party rested for a few days, and the governor took
advantage of the opportunity to get in touch with 'provincial
affairs, to observe conditions, and to discuss various problems, especially the question of Indian labor, with Friar
Garcia and .Custodian Ramirez.
From Senecu, Lopez made his way slowly up the Rio
Grande to Santa Fe. The first stop was made at Socorro,
where the guardian of the convent, Friar Benito de la Natividad, had made arrangements to receive him with due formality and courtesy. Rude arches of leaves and flowers
were erected, and when the governor's carriage approached
the bells were rung and Friar Benito went out to the cemet~ry gate to receive Lopez with the blessing of the Church.
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Instead of greeting the friar in a cordial manner, the governor upbraided him for lack of courtesy, and insisted that
the friar should have gone out on the road two leagues from
the pueblo to receive him. Friar Benito replied that he was
merely acting in accordance with established usage, towhich
L6pez was said to have replied that a governor should be
. received like the Blessed Sacrament on the Day of Corpus,
with pallium and incense. More than three years later, when
L6pez was called upon to reply to the article of indictment
in which this incident was summarized, he declared that the
charge was entirely false. But true or false, the story spread
far and wide throughout the province. People professed
either a real or pretended feeling of scandal and shame, and
declared the governor to be "suspect in the faith."ll
. The governor finally' arrived in Santa F'e and was installed in office on July 11. Friar Ramirez tarried in Santo,
Domingo, the ecclesiastical capital, in order to give Lopez
time to take possession of the government, and to arrange
for the formal reception usually accorded a new custodian on
his first visit to Santa Fe. It had been the custom in the past
for .the governor and the cabildo of Santa Fe to receive the
custodian with proper ceremony and with such military
pomp as the local militia could provide. But Lopez apparently had little desire to do the prelate honor, especially in
view of the fact that he felt that he had not been properly
received at Sandia and Santo Domingo on his way to Santa
Fe. Ramirez sent l~tters to the governor and the cabildo
notifying them of his co:rp.ing visit, and requesting that they
arrange for the traditional honors accorded to the custodian as prelate and ecclesiastical judge. The letter to the
cabildo contained words to which L6pez took exception, and
he replied that although he would assist the custodian in
every way possible in the administration of ecclesiastical
affairs, he had no obligation as governor to provide the formal reception which Ramirez expected. The cabildo re-' .
plied in like manner .12 .
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Tl).e. clergy regarded Lopez' action as an insult to the
Church and interpreted it to be practically a refusal to
recognize the custodian's authority as ecclesiastical jqdge.
In the Indictment presented by the prosecuting attorney during the trial of Lopez by the Holy Office, it was stated that
Lopez' action resulted in "scandal and depreciation of the
Church." 13 Friar Nicolas de Chavez, one of the friars who
journeyed to New Mexico with Lopez in 1659, stated that on
several occasions he had heard the governor discuss the
question whether he had to receive Ramirez as judge ordinary, and that Lopez had said
that there in that kingdom there was no eccle-·
siastical judge ordinary, nor anyone who would
acknowledge him, for there there was no other head
than the said D. Bernardo Lopez de MendizabaI;
and that the [inhabitants] of that district had been
living under a misapprehension and that he would
undeceive them; and' that th~ said Custodian could
under no circumstances be an ecclesiastical judge
ordinary there, and that those Prophets (for he
calls the friars this, together with other ignomi..;
nous terms, for in his mouth no word is heard by
which he honors the friars since he is a man of
audacious speech) were idiots; and he enjoyed
the Omnimoda, for he understood it better than the
friars. 14
In 1661 Friar NiColas de Freitas informed the Holy Office
that when Lopez was in El Paso they had discussed the jurisdictional powers of the custodi~n, based on the bull of Omnim,oda of Adrian VI by which prelates of monastic orders in
ar~as where no bishop had jurisdiction were permitted the
authority of an ecclesiastical judge ordinary;15 and that
Lopez had stated that the said bull had been revoked, "giving·
[us] to understand that those provinces were without an
ecclesiastical head, a most scandalous proposition, as a result
of which great scandals have been introduced in those prov. inces."16 And Ramirez testified that Lopez repeated this
statement during a discussion of provincial affairs with the
custodian and definitors in the summer of 1659Y ,
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It is true that although many of the powers conceded to
prelates of the Orders during the early years of colonization
in the New World were revoked or limited by the Council
of Trent and lat.er papal decrees, the authority of the cus":
todian of New Mexico to act as an ecclesiastical judge ordi- '
nary had been generally recognized. Inasmuch as no bishop
exercised jurisdiction over New Mexico prior to 1680, it was
necessary for the custodian to act as ecclesiastical judge, not,
only for the members of his own Order, but also for the entire
Hispano-Indian community. It is doubtful whether Lopez
meant to deny ecclesiastical authority as such, although he
clearly had some doubt concerning the exact nature and
extent of the custodian's jurisdiction. But'his later actions
lent currency to the view that he was opposed to all ecclesiastical authority and that he claimed the right to govern both
the temporal and the spiritual.
,
This review of the more important incidents of'the
, journey of the governor to New Mexico and his first official
acts indicates clearly that the stage was set for an open
breach of relations between the two jurisdictions, and it was
not long before the governor gave the Church further cause
for complaint. Much of the difficulty in which Mendizabal
,fQund himself two years later was due undoubtedly to his
own personality, and his uncompromising attitude on many
questions. He appears to have had the unhappy faculty of
incurring the dislike of r,nost of his associates, either by an
unnecessary bitterness of spe~ch or by a patronizing attitude. Moreover, many of his policies as governor, although
within the strict bounds of legality, brought him into con, diet with leading citizens, as well as the friars.

IV
,The most important administrative action taken by
Lopez during the summer of 1659 was the promulgation of
an ordinance dealing with wages for Indian labor..Accord- '
ing to Lopez, the exploitation of Indian labor was so notorious that he had heard about it even before he arrived in the
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province, and he had discussed the question with Friars
Ramirez and Garcia de San Francisco during the few days
that he stayed at Senec6.. After arriving in Santa Fe he discussed the problem with the m~mbers of the cabaldo arid
other prominent Spaniards. 1s
Wages for Indian labor had long been fixed' at half a
real a day, although it is doubtful whether even this rate of
pay was always maintained. Lopez deemed this insufficient,
and decided to increase the rate to a full real a day, plus
food. Restated that this action was taken with the approval
of the friars and leading citizens.19 The change was made
effective by publication of a formal decree. But many Of
the colonists regarded the increase as excessive, a.nd coming'
in the midst of the harvest season, it naturally aroused opposition and resentment. Whatever may be said in justification of Lopez' action, there can be no doubt that it .cost him
the support of an important group of citizens just at the
time when he needed it most. The colonists insisted that they
could not afford to pay the new rate of wage, and two years
later, during Lopez' residencia, they stated that they had
suffered heavy losses because they ha.d been obliged to do
without Indian laborers in harve~ting crops and herding
Ii vestock. 20
But the most important question was whether the decree applied to Indians who worked for the friars 'at ,the
missions. In 1648 Governor Guzman had' issued an order
exempting from tribute those Indians who were needed
for routine mission administration, viz., an interpreter, a
. sacristan, a cantor mayor, a bellringer, an organist, a herdsman, a cook, a porter, and a caballo pisque (sic) .21 And in
addition to these servants who could be regarded as necessary for ordinary mission routine, the friars also employed
others in the cultivation of fairly extensive fields arid the
care of large herds of stock.
The extent of the fields cultivated for the account of the
mission and the size of the mission herds were matters of
considerable controversy. No accurate statistics are avail-
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able, but certain inferences may be drawn from the nature
of the complaint made by the friars during the Lopez residencia. At that time it was claimed that nine of the missions had suffered a loss of more than six thousand head of
stock because they had been deprived of the labor of Indians
as herdsmen. 22 The friars defended their policy of accumulating large stores of grain and large herds of stock on two
grounds. In the first place, they insisted that the large stocks
of maize and wheat held in reserve at the missions were
needed to feed the Indians during years of bad harvest, and
that but for these supplies the natives would starve. There is
considerable force in this argument, for during the years of
famine in the later 1660's the friars did feed hundreds of
Indians in the stricken pueblos. It was Lopez' view, however, that the Indians gave too much time to the cultivation .
. of crops for the friars, time that could have been better used
in the care of their own fields. Second, the clergy justified
the raising of large herds of livestock on the ground that it
gave them the means for purchasing ecclesiastical furnishings in addition to the bare necessities provided by the treasury under the supply contract. By exporting stock to New
Spain they obtained funds with which to buy images, organs,
richer vestments, and other church furnishings. 23
Lopez testified that when the decree on Indian labor was
promulgated it was ordered that it should be obeyed generally by all, although there was no express stipulation that it
applied to the clergy as well as to the colonists. He stated
that he was of a mind to leave things as they were so far as
labor for the friars was concerned, but the latter asked for
a definite statement that they were exempt from the provisions of the decree. In a formal auto Lopez refused to do s6,
basing his decision on the famous viceregal order of 1621
which not only placed strict limitations on the employment
of Indian labor, but also stipulated that Indian labor at
the missions should be used only "for things nece~sary for
the church and the convenience of the living quarters." The
said viceregal order was incorporated in the auto in which he
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replied to the friars' demand, and he ordered the friars to
observe its provisions. 24 Moreover, he, apparently took
definite acti9n to enforce his decision, for Tome Dominguez
'y Mendoza, who was then serving as alcalde mayor of the
Isleta area, later testified that in August, 1659, Lopez sent
him an order that the Indians should not labor for the friars
unless they were paid. 24
. There remained the question of the Indians who served
, in the routine administration of the churches and convents.
There is evidence that Lopez refused to confirm the Guzman
order of 1648 exempting these Indians from tribute, and that
he had a personal motive for doing so. It was charged that
during ~is administration he took action to void several titles
of encomienda in order to collect the tributes for himself,
and that for this reason he refused to confirm the tribute
exemption. On the other hand, Lopez' testimony before the
Holy Office contains a statement indicating that he recognized the exemption, at least for a cantor, a sacristan, and
an organist. 25 Moreover, in each mission there were men
and boys trained for service in the choir and at the altar, and
the clergy maintained that Lopez refused to permit the
assistance of such persons in sufficient numbers for the
proper celebration of divine offices. 26 The governor denied
this charge, and insisted the friars were permitted to have as
many cantores as they wished, ~xcept that the services of
such Indians had to be voluntary.27
In September the custodian and definitors asked for a
conference' with the governor to discuss pending problems.
Concerning the details of this interview there was consider-.
able difference of opinion. Apparently one of the questions
considered was the export of livestock. The governor had
ordered that no stock' should be exported without his permission, justifying his action by the urgent ·needs of the
province. But the friars were anxious to send a large herd
to be sold in New Spain in order to purchase church furnishings with the proceeds. According to the friars, LOpez
questioned the necessity for elaborate vestments and altar
&
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furnishings, and he was said to have remarked that all that
was necessary for the celebration of divine offices was a hut,
a rude retablo, a wooden cross, and a manta to cover the
altar. Lopez later denied that he made such a statement,
and even asserted that the matter was not discussed. 28 But
even if the remarks attributed to him were not true, he probablymad.e similar statements later, for persons attached to
his household, including his secretary, testified that on numerous occasions he expressed his scorn for the friars by saying that a mere hut and a manta were all that was necessary
for religious services. 29 In his defense before the Inquisition
he characterized all of these charges as false and malicious,
insisting that he had always recognized the psychological
appeal of rich ornaments and vestments. 30
Apparently the question of choir boys was also dis-·
cussed, and it was reported that LOpez forbade the services
of Indians in the choir. This accusation he also denied, and
asserted that the friars merely used it to confuse the issue
with the entirely distinct question of the labor of Indians as
farmhands and herdsmen. On the important issue of the
export of livestock, Lopez claimed that he gave the friars
permission to send one thousand head, and that they actually
sent three thousand. 3 !
\.

v

Thus by the autumn of 1659 serious issues had been
- created, and the friars decided that the situation was serious
enough to send a justificatory report to the viceroy. This
document 32 described some of the incidents that had occurred
during the journey of Lopez and the supply caravan to New
Mexico, and cited especially the governor's reported boast
that he came to govern the temporal and the spiritual, that
he carried secret orders to gibbet friars, or send them back
to New Spain in disgrace, and that only he and God should be
obeyed in New Mexico. The governor was likewise accused
of denying the authority of the custodian. The question of .
Indian labor was also discussed, and the reasons why the
clergy .believed they should be exempted from paying for
such labor were fully stated.
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But the most interesting part of the entire document
was the bitter condemnation of the governor's motives with
regard to the problem of Indian relations. There is'no douht
that Lopez, like all of his predecessors, was inspired by a
consuming self-interest. This the friars pointed out, citing
chapter and verse, asserting that from the moment L6pez
entered the province he began to acquire stocks of goods to
be prepared for shipment' to Parra!. The Indians' of the
Piro-Tompiro area were forced to bring large quantities of
salt from the salt deposits east of the Manzano Range, and
to facilitate the accumulation of a sufl'i:cient supply he reversed the po~icy of Governor Manso; who, on recommendation of the friars; had removed the Indians of Sevilleta to
Alamillo. The friars said that they had asked for this
administrative change because it would facilitate the indoctrination of the Indians and, prevent the practice of idolatry
that was current in the pueblo of Sevilleta. The return of
the Sevilletans to their former pueblo would make a return
to the old ways almost inevitable. Two motives were given
forL6pez' action in ordering the re-establishment of the
village: (1) his q.esire to satisfy the greed of Capt. Diego
de Guadalajara, encomendero of Sevilleta; and (2) his own
self-interest in exploiting the labor of the Indians.
For the transport of the goods that were accumulated
L6pez ordered the Indians to build nine wagons, and'in order
to get coverings for the same he seized the petates that
served the Indians as beds and the hides that they used for
shoes. He also seized some two hundred oxen and steers
from the colonists and from the convents to draw the carts, '
an act hardly in line with the limitations he imposed on the
export of livestock! Indeed, it was charged that his prohibitions on export were merely a means of giving him control over provincial commerce for his own advantage. Moreov;er, the Indians had received no pay for their labor, and
many of the Indians pressed into service to transport salt,
from the salt fields had become ill as the result of their heavy
labor and the pressure under which they had been forced to
work.
'
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The report also stated that Lopez organized expeditions
to the Plains to make war on the Apaches for the purpose of
making captives to be sold as slaves. A force of forty colonists and eight hundred Indians brought in seventy captives. Not only was this contrary to law, but it created serious danger, for while the soldiers and Indians wer~ absent
on the Plains, the Apach(:ls in other areas raided the pueblos,
carrying off livestock, killing villagers, and taking captives
on their own account. In short,the friars chided LOpez for
his argument that the Indians in working for the missions as
farmhands and herdsmen were obliged to neglect their own
fields, for apparently he was quite willing that the farms of
eight hundred Indians should go untended, especially at the
time of harvest, if it served his own profit.
The friars' report was despatched to Mexico when the
supply caravan returned in the autumn of 1659. Friar Juan
Ramirez, as administrator of the service, was also obliged
to return at the same time, but before leaving he arranged
for the appointment of a resident friar to serve as vice-custodian during his absence. Friar Garcia de San Francisco was
selected for the post. This imposed on him no small responsibility, for it made him spokesman and leader of the clergy
in the controversy with Lopez, a situation that gave little
promise of improvement. As a matter of fact, within less
than a month, Lopez gave the friars cause for additional
grievance by his actions d4ring his inspection of the province. Friar
Garcia
.
. and the definitors believed that a second
.
petition to the viceroy was necessary, and this document,
drawn up on November 11, was sent off by Friar Joseph de
Espeleta as special messenger. 33
The two reports were presented to the viceregal authorities early in 1660. We have no record of the action taken
by the viceroy, except that he regarded the complaints serious enough to warrant the sending of copies of the petitions
to the. Holy Office. These were presented· on February· 28,
and the inquisitors ordered them sent to the qualifying board
(calificadores) .34 Th~re i!, no record of the opinion presented
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by the board at that time. The Inquisition did not lose the
opportunity, however, to summon Espeleta and Ramirez for
eXl:l.min~tion. Espeleta appeared on March 2 and gave his
version of New Mexican affairs, and on May 14 Ramirez
testified. 35
(To be continued)

NOTES
1. His father's hrother was a Knight of the Order of Santiago and had served as
fiBcal and oidor of the Audiencia of Guadalajara, and later as a memher of the Council of Castile, aseBOT de guerra, and a memher of the junta of the Suprema. A cousin
was married to an official who had served as a member of the Council of the Indies,
and later in the Council of Castile. His maternal grandfather was a wealthy Spanishborn merchant of Puehla. Lopez' father was an attorney of the jurisdiction of Chietla.
One of Lopez' brothers, Don G~egorio, ~~rved ~s an officer in the SpaniB~ army. and
later held several administrative posta in New Spain. Another, Don Juan, was cura.
of the Mines of Cimapan. The only blot on the family escutclieon was the fact that
one of his maternal ancestors had been tried and sentenced by the Holy Office as a Jew.
Testimony of L&pez, April 28-30, 1663. PraceBo contra Lopez, III.
2. Ibid.
3. Testimony of Dona Teresa, May 2, 1663, Proceso contra Dona' Teresa de
Aguilera y Roche; Testimony of Lopez, April 30, 1663, Proceso contra Lopez, III.
4. During his stay in Cartagena Lopez received minor orders. Testimony of
Lopez, April 30, 1663, Proceso contra Lopez, III.
5. Various accusations were made. conc~rning Lopez' relations with the clergy in
the pueblo of Chicantepeque, which was under his jurisdiction when he served as
alcalde mayor of Guaiococotla. It is impossible to form any accurate judgment concerning most of the charges, but it is interesting to note that one of the complaints
was that Lopez informed certain Indian chieftains '~que los clerigos no ten ian mas
obligacion Que decirle misa y administrarles los santos s3.cramentos y que por eso lea
pagaba el Rey. Que para 10 demas el era alcalqe mayor." These remarks were regarded
as contributing to undermining respect of Indians for the clergy. More. they indi-"
cated that he was the "capital enemy" of the clergy,-". . . que el Demonio Ie pusiese
en la ca~eza a este reo el tener par mayor y mas excelente la jurisdiccio"n Real. representacion della, au'nQue fuese en unos yndios barbaros. Que no la Sacerdotal . . . .." For
the testimony supporting the charges see Proceso contra Lepez, II. The testimony;
8umm~rized in articles 83 i~ 99 of the indict'ment against' Lopez. and his answers to
the indictme~t, in which he denied most of the charges, are in ibid., III.
6. In his testimony before the Holy Office in 1663, Lopez stated that there was _0
a mi~understanding over -the transportation to be provided him for his household
and effects. and that Friar Ramirez soon became his "capital enemy," even soliciting
the vi~erqy to suspend hi~ appoi~tlt.lent ~s governor. Relations were also strained by
a difference of opinion concerning jurisdiction over the soldiers who were to" serve as
escort for the governor and mission supply train on the journey to New Mexico.
Lope~ stated that he thought it wise to send the letters he had received from Ramirez
to the viceroy, so that the latter might have knowledge of the situation in advance, in
case events took a turn for the worse in future. On receipt of these letters the viceroy sent an order to the Franciscan commissary general requiring him to reprimand
Ramirez for lack of courtesy to a representative of the Crown. The viceroy also
limite~- th~ administratjve authority of Ramirez over the supply caravan by naming
Lopez judge of the soldiers and laymen who were to accompany it. Testimony of
Lopez de Mendizlibal, -Dec. I, 1663, Proceso contra L6pez, III. .
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7. It seems that two of the carreteros ran away with certain effects belonging to
the clergy. They were later captured and returned to Ramirez as procurator. According to the clergy. Lopez was jealous of this recognition of Ramirez' authority. A short
time later two soldiers got into a brawl, and some of the clergy tried to pacify them.
L6pez. instead of reproving the disputants "VOhlio su enojo y zaiia contra dichos
Religiosos y les dixo, han de advertir que soy Capitan General, y elios soldados pagados
par el rey, y a mi reconocerme como caueza unibersaI. y que dichos Religiosos, particu..
larmente el Padre Fray Phelipe Rodriguez, Ie respondieron que no reconocian, iii reoconocerian caueza unibersal, sino 81 Romano Pontifice, y a1 Rey nro Sr. ell' 10 tern..
poral . . . " Testimony of Friar Nicolas de Freitas, Jan. 25.. 1661. Ibid., II. Several
witnesses testified that Lopez claimed authority over both temporal and spiritual
affairs. and at least two stated that he boasted authority to gibbet friars. Ibid., I, II,
passim.
8. It was noted especially that during Easter week at Parral neither Lopez nor
Dona Teresa confessed or communed; in fact, they did not even keep the season by
abstaining from eating meat. It was later charged that they even prevented their
servants from attending mass. Ibid., I. II, passim.
9. Ibid. Of also Scholes, op. cit., 197-199.
10. Proceso contra Lopez, III, passim; Proceso contra Dofia Teresa de A'Duilera
y Roche, passim. Note especiallY the following statement of LOpez made before the
Holy Office on Jan. 9, 1664: "Dixo que 10 contenido en este capitulo en orden a haver
fingido se querian volver dichos Religiosos, fue disposicion de ]8 cavilosidad. y malicias .
de Fray Juan Ramirez sin voluritad dellos, como C:onstara de una peticion que seis 0
ocho de dichos Religiosos presentaron ante este confesante en el Parral, que los mas
delloB se volvieron, la qual original. a 10 que Be acuerda remiti6 al Virey deata Nueva
Espana Duque de Alburquerque y un testimonio deUa al Comisario General de San
Francisco, y se qued6 con otra, que ha de parar entre sus papeles deste corifesante,
en que se veera que no causaba el los ruidos, sino el diclio Fray Juan Ramires 8US
maiDs ·procedimientos, y otros ReligioBOS muy mozos que Ie seguian."
11. Friar Benito declared that the story was true. as did another who was present. Miguel de Noriega was also present, but he refused to testify that he heard the
governor make the statement attributed to him. Noriega, as many others, did state
that he had heard about it. One Esteban de Verdiguer testified that "Ie pregunto el
dho D. Ber do diuersos beses que si abia uisto Reseuir al gOUor del Parral. y que desia no
10 Resiuen con palio, y a esto tratando de los Religiosos desia dho D.Berdo que a el 10
auian de Rul r con palio como el ssmo Sacramento y Reuestido el Saserdote con capa y
'agua bendita." Custodian Ramirez tes.tified u que a este declarante Ie dijo el niesmo Don·
Berdo Lopez de Mendizabal estando juntos en el conv to de cenaqu, que estraiiaba mucho
como no Ie Rezeuian can Altares y prestes, y resporidiendole este 'declarante que solo en
la vill8. d Sta ~e se acostumbraua a Rezeuirle en Ia forma· que dezia, perc que en las
demas partes no, porque no Hauia costumbre, de que se enoio y esaspeoro el sussodho."
PToce8o contra Lopez. I-III.
12. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 10. 1663, ibid., III.
13. Article 14 of the indictment, ibid.
14. Testimonyo of Chavez. Sept. 18. 1660, ibid.• II.
15. For text of the bull, see F. J. Hernaez, Coleccion de bula8. bret'es, y otros documentos relativos a la iglesw. de America y Filipinas (Brussels, 1879), I. 382-389.
16. Testimony of Freitas, Feb. 26, 1661. Proce8o contra Lopez. II.
17. Testimony of Ramirez. May 14, 1660, ibid.
18. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 3. 1663, Proce8o contra Lopez. III.
19. Ibid.
20. A. G. P. M.• Inquisicion 3268.
21. Testimonio de Un Mandamiento en fauoT de la Custodia del Nueuo Me",.co,
Santa Fe. Nov. 4, 1661. B. N. Mex., Legajo I, doc. 19. See Appendix II for the
complete text.
O
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22. Petition of Friar Garcia de San Francisco, Oct. 24, 1661. A. G. P. M.,
lriquisicion 3268.
23;' Report of Friar Garcia de San Francisco and the definitors, Sept. 8, 1659,
Proceeo contra L6pez, I.
,
24. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 3, 1663, Proceeo contra L6pez, III. The vice-regal
decree of 1621 has been printed in NEW MEX. RIST. REV., 'III (1928), 357-380.
24a.· Testimony of Dominguez, May 21, 1661, Proce8o contra L6pez, I.
25. Te8timanw, Santa Fe, Nov. 4, 1661. B. N. Mex., Legajo I, doc. 19; Testimony
of Lopez, Dec. 3, 1663, ,Proceeo contra L6pez, III.
26. Testimony of various friars, in Proce8o' contra' L6pez, I, II. Cf. especially the
statement of )Friar Juan Ramirez, May 14, 1660, that when he left New Mexico in
October, 1659, H • • • aun no havia concedido cantores y hauia cesado el culto diuino en
muchas partes." Ibid., II.
,
27. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 3, 1663, ibid., III.
28. The testimony dealing with the questions discussed at the conference is contradictory. According to Friar Juan Ramirez, Lopez said "que no nezesitaban de
Cantar missRs mayores ni era necesario tanto fomento ni armaria de musics En las
Yglesias de los Religi~ssos ni Yglesias tan asseadas ni sumpt~osas, Y que' para zelebrar
e1 sacrificio de la miss no eran menester ornamen'tos de tela ni brocado sino unss
mantas pintadas Y en una enramada 0 J scales." To this statement Friar Diego Parraga
replied that if silks and brocades were suitable for Dona' Teresa to wear, certainly
there was even greater justification for using rich furnishings on the altar during the
celebration of the mass. To which Lopez replied, "que muy poco se les daba a los
Yndios convertidos infieles de aquel 8parato y adorno de las yglesias."
But curiously
enough Friar Parraga, when called upon to testify in 1662, stated that he did not
remember whether Lopez made the remarks attributed to him. On the other hand,
Friar Benito de la Natividad, who was present, testified that Lopez said, "que vastaba
un J acal, y un Ornam to de manta p& celebrar, que para que eran brocados ni telas,
ni Yglesias de fabrica, haziendo mofa de la de S. Antonio de Senecu, por ser la mas
adornada." Ibid., I.
, 29. Miguel de Noriega, the secretary of Lopez, testified in 1661 that the govenlor had said in his pl'esence, "que pR decir Missa Vasta Vn Jacal, y un ornam to de
manta, Q no es neeess R Yglesia, ni otros ornam.tos diio este declarante q 10 que solo
oyo decir muchas vezes a D. Bern. do Loppez de mendizaba:l, que Dios no· queria templos,
sino Espirituales, y q era l~stima que se fabricasen los que auia en estas Prou&S tan
viSt0880S a costa y Sangre de los miserables Indios naturales." Ibid., I.
30. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 4, 1663, ibid., III.
'
31. Testimony of Lopez, Dec. 3, 1663, ibid., III.
32. This is the document cited above as Report of Friar Garcia de San Francisco
and the definitors, Sept. 8, '1659. Ibid., I.
'
33. Ibid., I.
34. Ibid., I.
35. Ibid., II.
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ApPENDIX I
LIST OF THE MOST IMPORTANT MANUSCRIPT SOURCES
FOR THE PERIOD 1659-1670

I
ARCHIVO GENERAL Y PUBLICO DE LA NACI6N, MEXICO

(To be cited as A. G. P. M.)
A Secci6n de Inquisici6n
The most important case is that of Gov. Bernardo Lopez de
Mendizabal. The manuscript record contains not only a complete file
of testimony regarding Lopez, but it also has a large amount of material for the cases of Ramirez, Aguilar, Gomez, Romero, and Anaya. As
a matter of fact, the records of these lesser cases consist in part of
copies from the declarations of testimony in the LOpez process. The
trial record of the Lopez case consists of three parts, as follows:
(a) El Fiscal del Santo Officio contra Bernardo Lopez de
Mendisabal, Gouernador de Nuevo Mexico en el delicto de
Judaismo. [1659-1662]. Inquisicion 593. The title page refers to this expediente as the primer cuaderno in the case,
whereas it is really the second part. To be cited as Proceso
contra Lopez, I.
(b) 2° Quaderno del proceso contra Mendi9aual. [16601663]. Inquisicion 587. This is really the first part of the
record.' To be cited as Proceso contra Lopez, II.
(c) Primera audiencia de Don Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal. [1663-1673]. Inquisici6n 594. This is the record of
the proceedings before the. Holy Office in Mexico City. To be
cited as Proceso contra Lopez, III.
1.

2. El 'Senor Fiscal del Santo Officio contra Dona Theresa de
Aguilera y Roche, muger de Don Bernado Lopez de Mendi9aual por 808pechosa de delictos de Judaisnw. [1659-1665]. .Inquisici6n 596. To
be. cited as Proceso contra Dona Teresa de Aguilera. Although most of
the original testimony in this case is found' in the Proceso contra Lopez,
this expediente contains a mass of supplementary detail. When Lopez
entered the jail of the Holy Office in Mexico City he was ill, and was
unable to do more than make" a detailed reply to the indictment when it
was presented. But his wife, Dona Teresa, presented long written
statements in defense of her husband and herself. These contain
scathing attacks on persons whom she thought might have testified
against her husband, and they illustrate the bitterness and the atmosphere of suspicion and revenge that characterized provincial society
in the 1660's.
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3. Testificaciones que se han sacado a pedimento del senor Fiscal
de uno de los cuadernos que se remitieron~por el comisario del Nuevo
Mexico, contra Fray Juan Ramirez del Orden de San Francisco. [16621672]. Inquisicion 502. To be cited as Proceso contra Ramirez. For
additional materials on this case, see Archivo Hist6rico Nacional, Madrid, infra.
4. Proceso y Causa Criminal contra el sargento mayor Francisco
Gomez por sospechoso de delitos del judaismo y haber dicho proposiciones hereticas. [1661-1664]. Inquisici6n 583. To be cited as Proceso
contra G:omez.
5. El Senor Fiscal de este Santo Officio contra el Capitan Nicolas
de Aguilar por proposiciones. [1660-1665]. Inquisicion 512. To be
cited as Proceso contra Aguilar.
6. Contra el Capitan Diego Rornero, natural de la Villa de Santa
Fe en el Nuevo Mexico, por hereje. [1660-1665]. Inquisicion 596. To
, be cited as Proceso 'contra Romero.
7. The Anaya case is in two parts:
(a) Proceso y causa criminal contra Christoval de
. Anaya por proposiciones hereticas. [1660-1666]. Inquisicion
582. To be cited as Proceso contra Anaya.
(b) Autos remitidos del Nueuo Mexico por fray Bernal
commissario del Santo Officio q.a Xptoual de Anaya Almazan.
[1665-1669]. Inquisicion 666. To be cited as Autos sobre
Anaya.
8. El Senor Fiscal del Santo Officio contra Don Diego Dionisio
de Penalosa Briceno y Berdugo, Gouernador que fud del Nueuo Mexico,
por blasfemo eimpediente del uso del Santo Officio y otros delitos.
[1661-1668]. Inquisici6n 507. To be cited as Proceso contraPenalosa~
9. Various lesser expedientes, letters, orders, etc. in Inquisici6n,
Tomos 442, 502, 585, 591, 593, 594, 598, 604, 606, 610, 616, 624, 666.

B., Secci6n de Tierras
Tomos 3268, 3283, and 3286 contain a mass of material on the
administrations of L6pez and Peiialosa. Most of the papers relate to
the embargo of the property of the two governors at the time of their
arrest by the Holy Office and the ultimate disposition of the same.
Torno 3286 also contains the residencia of L6pez, the only complete
residencia available for any governor prior to 1680. Torno 3283 contains papers relating to the residencia of Manso, but not the complete
file of papers comprising the investigation of Manso's administration
made by L6pez in 1659-1660. The documents in these volumes are of
the highest importance for the economic history of the province.
1.
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Secci6n de Reales Cedulas y Ordenes, Principales
Royal orders for the twenty years, 1660-1680.

D.

Secci6n de Reales Cedulas y Ordenes, Duplicadas
Tomo 31 contains a large group of viceregal orders dealing
with New Mexican affairs.
_ 1.

E.

Secci6n de Provincias Internas

Tomo 35, expediente 1 contains material on Governors Manso,
Miranda, and Villanueva.
1.

II
BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, MEXICO
1. The Legajo Series, legajo 1 contains a large group of papers
on New Mexico prior to the Pueblo Revolt. To be cited as B. N. Mex.,
Leg. 1.

III
ARCHIVO GENERAL DE INDIAS, SEVILLA

(To be cited as A. G. I.)
1. The most important document for the period 1659-1670 is a
long Informe on the New Mexico mission supply service, and related
papers, 1631-1666. Mexico, legajo 42. To be cited as Informe on the
supply ,service. A. G. I., Mexico 42.
2. Indiferente General, legajos 20 and 782 contain consultas of
the Council of the Indies on the activities of Peiialosa subsequent to his
expulsion from New Spain in 1668.
3. The accounts of. the oficiales reales of Mexico and Zacatecas
in Seccion de Contaduria contain the record of payments for salaries
of the governors of New Mexico, for the mission supply service, and
for other miscellaneous expenses. These documents were first investigated by Professor L. B. Bloom, to whom,I am indebted for references
to the New Mexico items.

IV
. BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL, MADRID
1. Servicios personales del Maestre de Campo Don Juan Domingues y Mendoza, hechas en las Provincias de la Nueva Mexico. Ano de
1686. MS. 19258. Covers the services of Dominguez y Mendoza in New
Mexico from the 1640's to the 1680's. To be cited as Servicios de Juan
Dominguez y Mendoza. B. N. Mad.,'19258.
'

V
ARCHIVO HISTORICO NACIONAL, MADRID
1. Fray Juan Ramirez appealed the sentence of the Holy Office
of New Spain to the Suprema in Spain. The records of this appeal
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are in Seccion de Inquisicion, legajo 1729, mlm. 13. They consist of
three documents:
(a) Copia del proceso Y cU/UJla criminal que en el Santo
Officio de Mexico se siguio contra Fray Juan Ramirez, religioso profeso del orden de Senor San Francisco. Mexico.
Ano de 1663. ' This is a copy of the Mexico trial record cited
above.
(b) Fray Juan Ramirez de la orden de San Francisco,
natural del Real y Minas de Tasco en la Nueva Espana con
el Senor Fiscal. Consists of appointments of Ramirez, the
trial record of Fray Salvador de Guerra for ,mistreatment of
Hopi Indians, documents relating to the appeal of Ramirez to
the Suprema, etc. To be cited as Ramirez VB. Fiscal. A. H.
N.,Inq. 1729, num. 13.
'(c) Petic,ion del Padre Predicador Fray Juan Ramirez,
Custodio havitual de la'Custodia del Nuevo Mexico al Supremo
Consejode la Santa y General Inquisicion. 1674.
'
VI
ARCHivo DE SIMANCAS
1. Estado, legajos 2544, 2546-2549, 2581, contain documents on
the later activities of Penalosa.
Most of the documents noted above are available in the form of
photographs, photostats,. microfilms, or transcripts in the Library of
Congress, Ayer Collection of the Newberry Library, and the Library of
the University of New Mexico. My own collection of transcripts will
be deposited with the Library of the University of New Mexico.
Selected documents and extracts from some of the Inquisition documents will be available in Volume 'III of the Historical Documents Relating to New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and Approaches Thereto, to
1778, edited by Professor C. W. Hackett, to be published soon.
ApPENDIX II
TE~TIMONIO DE VN MANDAMIENTO EN FAUOR DE,LA CUSTODIA

DEL NUEVO MEX, co

(Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico, Legajo 1, Doc, 19)
El capp.a. y Sargento mayor Don Diego Dionisio Penalosa briseno
y Yerdugo, feudatario encomendado en los Reynos del Piru, Alcalde
Prov l de la st. Hermandad de la Ciudad de la Paz y Las sinco Provincias de su distrito, Gou r y Cappa. Gn l en estas de el Nueuo Mex por
el R'ey nuestro Senor ett.a
, Porqto gouernando estas Proy" el Gn ' don Luis de Gusman y figueroa se Ie intimo una R,l Cedula por parte de los Religiossos de San
CO
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Franco doctririeros y Guardianes, en que Su Mag d (Dios Ie g•• ) mandaua reseruar de tributo y seruicio personal los Yndios, que se occupassen en el seruicio de la Ygle<;ia y otros Ministerios Y hauiendose conferido la materia entre el dho Gn' y los Religiosos y encomenderos se
, conuinieron segun la naturalesa de la tierra en la manera que parese
por el reescrito siguiente. Yo el Capp·' franCO de Annaia Almasan
SecrettO de Guerra y Governacion de estas Prov"· doy fee y verdadero
testimonio, como gouernando estas Prov·' el Gn' don Luis de Gusman y
figueroa, se Ie pidio por el Rdo pe Custodio destas Prov"· fr Laureano de
Rivas y su diffinitorio,cumplimiento de una R' Cedula en que manda su
Mag. d se reseruen de tributo los Yndios que se occuparen en el seruicio
de las Yglesias, y culto diuino. Lo qual manda Su Magd por estas
razones, sacadas de la dha R' Cedula a la letra. Y porque mi desea e
intencion sobre todas cossas es la conuersion de los dhos naturales, y
que 'se haga siempre que fuere posible, con toda suauidad, y por el
medio y modoeuangeIico, y en orden a esto po~ diferentes cedulas tengo
mandado, que a los Yndios que assi se conuirtieren y reduxeren a mi'
obediencia no se les impongan nipidan tributos ,algunos ni otros seruicios personales por tiempo y espacio de diez anos Y que los Casiquez Y
principales y sus famiIias, y los demas Yndios que se occuparen en las
Yglesias y culto diuino y presisam t• fueren necessarios para eIlo, sean
perpetuam te reseruados de los dichos tributos, os mando que veais las
dichas Cedulas, y las hagais cumpIir, y executar en'todo, y por todo,
Con los dhos naturales del nueuo Mex"O estas rasones son las de la
dha R 1 Cedula aserca de 10 susodho. dada en Madrid a treinta de enero
de milly ,seiscientos y treinta y sinco anos. Yo el Rey. Por mandado
de el Rey nuestro senor. Don Gabriel de Ocana y Aiarcon. otras Cossas
Contiene esta dha W Cedula en,rason de encargar al Virrey de la nueua
e'spana fauorescana los espanoles destas Prov'" que para la presente
intencion no hasen Y asi saque la dausula susodha,que es, sobre que se
ha pedido. La qua:! dha R 1 Cedula obedesio el senor don Luis de Gusman, y resoIuio su ,cumplimiento con el auto que se sigue sacado a la
letra:
En la Villa de st. fee en treinta de Junio de mill y seiscientos y
quarenta y ocho anos el s' Don Luis dEf Gusman, y figueroa Gou' y
Capp·n'Gnl de este Reino, y Prov" del nueuo Mex co por el Rey nuestro s'
dixo: que por quanto el viernes passado que se conta'ron veinte y seis de
este presente mes de junio, el p. Preo. Xptoval de Velasco Guardian de
el Pueblo de Sandia leyo a su ss· una peticion de nro Rdo p. Custodio fr
laureano de Riuas y de los Padres diffinidores de esta Custodia, en rason
de una Cedula de su Magd del Rey nuestro s', que dios gd. muchos anos,
por la qual manda, que a los Yndios, que nueuam t • se redu;'eren y
conuirtieren a n ro s,. fee cathoIica, y Yglecia Romana, no se les imponga, ni cobre tributo alguno y mas contiene la R' cedula, que a las
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Yglecias de las doctrinas de estas Proy''' se les relieue de tributo a los
Yndios, que fueren· precissos y necessarios para el seruicio de dhas
Yglecias, y culto diuino para siempre. Yassimismo a los Cassiquez, Y
Principales, y sus famiIias sean releuados de todo tributo. La qual
dha y referida W Cedula su sse de dho Senor Gou r, y Capp·n Gn l Luego
que ,se Ie fue leida por el dho p. Preo r fr Xptoual de Velasco la cogio en
su mana derecha y la besso y pusso sobre su Cabessa y dixo que la ovedesia, y ?bedesio como de nuestro Rey, y senor natural que dios g".
muchos anos, a la qual Su.ss· dara en todo entero cumpimiento y ruega
y encarga al dho nro Rdo p. Custodio, y Padres difinidores la entreguen
original a su sse para que este en el archiuo de esta gouernacion para
que assi por su ss·, como por sus' successores sea obedecida y cumplida
en todo, y la caussa de no auer llegado a noticia de su sse la dha R 1
Cedula, a sido por auerla detenido el dho nro Rdo pe Custodio y para que
conste que su sse no a contrauenido en parte ninguna de 10 que contiene la dha R 1 Cedula, aun sin auerla visto, ni llegado a su noticia
antes de agora, quando el dho senor Gen 1 entro a gouernar estas Prov' s
las vltimas que se auian reducido a nra st. fee catholica, y receuido el
sto del baptismo son las Prov"' de Suni y Moqui, las quales a mas de
diez y ocho anos que estan baptisados los natlirales de elIas y tienen
Ministro y assimesmo hallo dichas Prov"S que estauan pagando a sus
encomenderos los tributos, que suMagd manda, y los Cassiquez, que
son los principales de dhas Prov' S y de todo este Reyno a quien se
nombran por gouernadores de los Pueblos, su sse tiene mandado a todos
los encomenderos no les cobren tributo ninguno ni a toda su cassa; y
en qtO a los, Yndios de seruicio precisso que su Magd man!la se.den para
el seruicio de las Yglecias, y culto. diuino para que conste nominatin los
que su ss·· reserua para cumplimiento de la Rl Cedula a cada Yglecia,
.y doctrina, donde huuiere m ro que asista los siguientes. vn interprete,
vn sachristan, vn cantor maior, vn campanero, vn horganista, donde
huuiere organo, vn Pastor, vn cosinero, vn .portero, vn caballo pisque
sic]. Los quales desde luego quedan reseruados de todos tributos y seruicio personal a otra ninguna persona, sino solo en los Conu to , donde
asiste siempre Religios.So sacerdote para cuio seruicio su s· los senala,
y para que los encomenderos no pretendan ignorancia, Y bejandoles les
quieran ·cobrar tributo, cada uno de los contenidos reseruados tenga
ensima de su puerta vn letrero, 0 senal conosida para que se conosca ser
reseruados por dha Causa; conque consta que por parte de el dho senor
Gou r y Capp·n Gn.' se cumple enteram'e conlo que por dha R 1 prouision
se manda. Y assi 10 proueio, mando, e firmo. Don Luis de Gusman, y
figueroa. Ante mi francisco de Annaya Almasan. Secretto de Guerra
y Gouon~ El qual dho auto se hiso sauer y se Ie intima al dho RdO pe Custodio, y difinitorio Conque quedo asentado en estas Prov" la dha' reserua la qual a la letra segun se contiene en este auto se guarda y cumpIe. Ypara que de ello conste en todo tiempo a pedimento de los mis-
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mos encomenderos de la dha Prou' de Suni, y a 10 que di el press,e en la
villa de 51. fee de el nueuo Mex CO en siete de Agosto de mill yseiscientos y sinq" y dos anos. Sacado de los autos que sobre ello se hisier6n,
que quedan en el archiuo de esta Gouo n en testimonio de verdad hise mi
firma y rubrica acostumbrada. FranCO de Annaya Almasan. SecrettO
de Guerra y Gouo n.
Y aora por parte de la Religion su Procurador en su nombre a
presentado ante mi una peticion, cuio,thenor con 10 a ella decretado es
como se sigue: S,. fee quatro de Nouiembre de mill y seiscientos y
sesenta y un anos, guardese la costumbre y traiganse los auttos para
librar mandamiento como conuenga. Senor Gou r e Capp·n Gn~ fray
Garcia de San francisco de la orden de nro pe S' franco Predicador vice
custodio, y Comisso de las conuersiones de los Mansos y Summas y ProV'
de Piros, Procurador ellecto de todo el difinitorio de esta s,. Custodia en
todos los negocios que a ella tocan ante Vss' paresco en la mejor forma
que al derecho de esta Yglecia del nueuo Mex CO toea, y tocar puede. Y
digo, que atendiendo al piadosissimo y s,o zelo del Rey nro sor (que dios
gde) a el maior bien de las almas de estos naturales, que son a nro cargo,
Y solicitando que en todo la Magd de nro dios y senor sea mas bien
asistido en el culto diuino y asistencia de el choro, y que esto fuese
en conueniencia de los naturales' fue seruido de expedir una Cedula, quo para en nro poder y si necessario os presentare, en que
huuiere organo, vn Pastor, vn cosinero, vn portero, vn caballo pisque
'manda, que no se cobren tributos a los Yndios, que precisam'e son
necessarios para la asistencia.de el culto diuino. Y a los cassiquez, y
principales. Y hauiendose conuenido entre los Religiossos.de esta s"
Custodia, y los encomenderos fuesen l,os reseruados solos dies 10 qual se
a estilado en estas Prov" hasta el tiempo que el Gn 1 don Bernardo lopez
de Mendisaual por auer cobrado para si las encomiendas contrauino,
no solo ala vohfntad del Rey nuestro s' sino al bien de los Yndios, y mas
segura asistencia del culto diuino, no reseruando de dho tributo sino
solo un indio cantor, que desia ser precisso para la asistencia del diuino
culto. por 10 cual a Vss' pido y suplico sea se~uido de mandar sean reseruados del tributo todos los Yndios, que segun la Cedula del Rey
nuestro sr son necessarios para el ministerio, y asistencia de las Yglecias, como son cantores, sachristanes, fiscales, y otros, de que precisam t~
se necesita para la administracion de los s,o, sacram to , 0 sino sea
seruido vss' de que se de asiento y se effectue, y ,se de asiento authorisando Vss', como lugar theniente del Rey nro sr se aran por reseruadas
las dhas cassas dies hasiendo asiento de dha reserua con los encomenderos de los Pueblos pa'ra que de ninguna manera ni con titulo alguno
puedan en adelante cobrar el tributo de dhas diez Cassas reseruadas.
que en haserlo assi cumplira vss' la voluntad y st. intencion del Rey
nro sr y esta Yglesia reciuira fauor .con justicia que pido costas y en 10
necessO etc; fr Garcia de S. franCO.
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Y visto por su Mersed todo 10 suso escrito, obedeciendo todo 10 q Su
Magd'manda'y conformandose con 10 asentado por parte de el Rdo diffinitorio y encomenderos de estas Prov·· con el Gou' don luis de Gusman,
y figueroa y 10 establecio por costumbre, y obseruando 10 que su Magd Ie
ordena por .su R I titulo, mandandole remediar y quitar los malos abusos
de su Antesesor, declara por tal el auer cobrado el tributo de dhos Yndios reseruados Y mas siendo para si contrauiniendo a la voluntad de
su Magd y a'la de los encomenderos Y mando que de aqui adelante con
ningun pretexto se cobre tributo de los dhos dies Yndios, pena de Veinte
pessos para la Camara' de Su Magd por cada vez y que por q'O en esta
Provo no anreconosido cassiques 10s'Yndios y se an gouernado por Cappitanes, y Conuiene introdusir en elIos respecto y veneracion alque
gouierna mando que sereconosca por Cassique al que fuere Gou r deel
Pueblo y este sea assimismo reseruado de tributo. Y para que venga a
noticia de todos se de vn tanto de esta decission a cada alcalde major
para que no permita su contravenucion pena de prinacion de officio. assi
10 proueio, mando y firmo ante mi el 'Gapp·n juan lucero de godoi secrettO
de Gouernao n y Guerra: don diego de Peiialossa Brisseiio. Ante mi Juo
Lucero de Godoy Secretto de Gouon y Guerra.
Concuerda con su original que queda en el archiuo de esta s',
Custt·, donde se ,saco. ba correjido.
En testimonio de Verdad hise mi firma
fr Nicolas de freitas
SecreW de la Custt" (rtibrica)

ONATE'S EXONERATION
By LANSING B. BLOOM
JUAN DE ONATE is known to history as the original
D ONcolonizer
of New Mexico and its first governor and cap-.

tain general. His long and eventful life ran parallel with the
reigns of four kings of Spain, and with the terms of the first
fifteen viceroys of New Spain. Born near the close of the
reign of the first Hapsburg king, the great Charles I, Onate's
early services fell in the reign of Philip Il,-in fact, that king
lay on his death bed at the very time when Onate was establishing his colony at San Juan de los Caballeros in 1598.
While Philip's weak son was. king. (Philip III, 15981621), Onate was reaping a bitter harvest of disappointment and disillusionment. The Strait of Anilin was not
where it should have been, nor was any harbor found whence
his ships might sail direct to Spain; he found no rich mines
of gold or silver, like those of Zacatecas -which his family
had worked for half a century. He had staked a fortune and
by 1607 his resources were utterly depleted. The king had
granted him the honorable but empty title of "adelantado"
in 1602, but now he was perturbed by serious charges which
had been made against Onate. The latter, denied any effective help by king or viceroy, had nO recourse but to resign
and return· to his mines in Zacatecas, in the hope of there
recouping his fortune.
. But it was not easy to resign! The carrying of dispatches
between the little colony at San Gabriel and the City of Mexico required from four to six months each way; and Friar
Ximenez, one of the Fran~iscan missi.onaries, made two
round-trips within two years. Even after Governor Pedro
de Peralta had arrived early in 1610, it was May of that
year before Onate was enabled to depart for Zacat~cas.
Then, crowning sorrow, as the small party journeyed southward they were attacked by Indians at some point on the
road and Onate's son,Christ6bal, was killed.
175
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It was still necessary for Onate to go through a residencia at Mexico City, the official investigation of his governorship. Partly because of his powerful family connections and his influential friends, this business dragged out
for nearly four "years but it was at last concluded in May,
1614. Onate was under technical arrest in his own quarters
in Mexico City when the sentence on his case was read to
him. He was cieared of. most of the charges which had
been preferred against him, but on a number of them he
was convicted and the terms of his punishment included: .
perpetual banishment from New Mexico, suspension from
his oficios for ten years,! exile for four years fxom Mexico
City and its vicinity to a distance offive leagues, and a fine
of 6;000 ducats with the costs of the case.· As Onate later
stated, the fine was paid immediately; and apparently no
appeal from the sentence was made to the king at this time.
Meanwhile, the mining interests of the Onate, Tolosa,
and Zaldivar families at Zacatecas and elsewhere had been
taken vigorously in hand, and (as we shall see presently) the
results for the royal coffers in a period of ten years were so
remarkable that, under more auspicious circumstances, the
aged Onate might reasonably hope for exoneration in the
form of new favors from the king.
The auspicious occasion came with the accession of
Philip IV in 1621. At the time of his father's death; he was
a .youth of only sixteen year13, frivolous· and dissolute, well
intentioned but dominated by his favorite minister. In
1620 Spain had become involved in the Thirty Years' War;
and in 1621· a. twelve-year truce with the Dutch ended.
Spain, therefore, had two wars on her hands and was in
urgent need of funds to prosecute them. An important
.revenue-producer from the Spanish colonies might well
expect to have a favorable hearing.
/

1. This meant that for ten years he was forbidden to use the title of adeLantado
or that of "governor and captain general of New Mexico." Cf. Archivo General de
Indias· (A. G: I.), Guadalajara 1 (old no. 66-5-10), eonsulta . . . sabre La pretensi6n
de don juan de onate, Madrid, 6 abril 1622.
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At some time before April 1622 Onate had arrived in
Spah and was seeking to be relieved of the disabilities under
which he still lay. He was then "more than seventy-three
years of age," he had paid the fine, and -the term of banishment from Mexico City had elapsed ; but the banishment
from New Mexico was "perpetual" and the suspension of
his various titles would not terminate until May 1624. On
April 6, 1622, the Council of the Indies r.ecommended to the
king that he lift these remaining penalties; and he replied by
directing the council to indicate the nature of the charges·
which had occasioned them. The council complied on July 1,
stating the charges with Onate's replies thereto, accompanied by a favorable communication from the Audiencia
of Mexico, and the king endorsed the paper: "Let this be
declined for the present." 2
But Onate was persistent, and in November 1622 he
seems to have presented another memorial to the king which,
in the usual procedure, was referred to the council and was
acted upon by them in a favorable consulta of November 25.
Onate was now "nearly eighty years of age," he had been
"proceeded against with passion in New Spain and, in what
was imputed to him, he was not at fault but had conducted
himself as a good captain." In view of his age and his many
services, and in order that his children and grandchildren
might continue in the king's service, they recommended
that his petition be granted. The king's endorsement reads:
"I am astonished that in so ugly a case the council should
make a recommendation regarding a decision already made
by me." 3
This would seem to be conclusive, and those who have
.
most recently published articles upon Juan de Onate repre-·
sent him as continuing under royal disfavor during the last
~

2. Ibid., consulta . . . 80bre fa pretension de don juan de &fiate, Madrid, 1 jullio
1622 j with an enclosure of 10 ff: 3udienc"ia de Mexico, consulta en lauo". de don juan
de o'liate (no date). The king endorsed this with the words. "escusese esto par ag~ra"
(signed with his rubric).
3. Ibid., consulta .•. sobre la pretensi6n de don juan de Dilate, Madrid. 25 nov.
1622. The king's endorsement reads: "maravillorne mucha" q. en casos tan feos el con..
sejo me .aga instancia sabre resoluc16n t9mada" por mi." (rubric)
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years of his life. Describing "The conviction of Don Juan
de Onate" in 1614,4 Dean Hammond says:
Not much is known of Onate after this punishment was decreed.· He sought exoneration, but
though the Council of the Indies recommended that
the judgment against him be suspended, the king
none the less refused to have anything more to do
with the matter.
In a similar vein, Dr. Hackett says:5
In 1622 he [Onate] appealed against the judgment, but though he had the support of the Council
of the Indies, he failed to obtain the pardon of the
king.
But he continues:
He may have been successful later, for in 1624
he was in Spain trying to obtain a position. in Mexico, Guadalajara, or the Philippines. His endeavor
was not successful, but he was entrusted with the
visitation of mines in Spain. His death, therefore,
must have occurred in or after that year.
In an earlier study,6 Dean Hammond notes further that, in
May 1624, Onate was also asking for membership in one of
the military orders, but he remarks: "evidently nothing was
done at that time in regard to these matters."
The opinions just quoted have been based in part on a
consulta
of May 4, 1624,7 which is, in fact, inconclusive
by
,
.
4.

Geo. P. Hammond, '.'The conviction of Don Juan de Onate," in New Spain and

the West, I (1932), 67-79.
5. Chas. W. Hackett, "Juan de Onate," in Dictilmary of American -Biography
(1934).
.
6. G. P. Hammond, Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Mexico' (Santa
Fe. 1927).
7. Hammond, op. cit., 218, has given the date of this consulta as "May 10." By
reference to the text"below, it will be seen that the instancia of the council was dated
May 4. This document is a good example of the comparative value of a facsimile and
a transcript copy. ·The writer's notes, made in Seville, show that the cO"nSUlta carries
endorsements in five different handwritings! Analysis shows that it was received
by the king's secretary (Contreras) on May 10, after which date the king himself
wrote: "pror6guese por otra 'vida el oficio de adelantado" (king's rubric). It was then
returned to the secretary of th~ council, who endorsed his receipt on J Un" 22. In still
another haud (apparently later but date not indicated), perhaps that of the president
of the council, are the words: "no est.. executado."
The effect of the king'. order
would be to extend the title of adelontado for a third generation, that is, to Onate's
grandson. Since the council had now been favorable to Onate for over two years, it
is safe to assnme that the king's order was put into effect promptly-though it has not
been so endorsed on this consulta.
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itself but which becomes intelligible when studied in connection with two other archival records which are now to be
considered. Because of its importance and certain m,anuscript peculiarities, the text of this consulta will be given
also.
In 1928-1929 the writer was granted a travelling fellow-,
ship by the School of American Research and the Historical '
Society of New Mexico and, with Mrs. Bloom, worked in
the archives of Spain for an entire year. During part of
this time also we were in charge of the work for the Library
of Congress and, because of the archival situation then existing, we had agreed to secure any facsimiles which we wanted
'through that agency.
'
,
In the case of a man like Juan de Onate who died more
than three hundred years ago, it is not surprising that there
is a .lack of information regarding parts of his life ai)d
services; nor is it surprising that additional inform!:l.tion continues to turn up in unexpected places. It was our\~ood fortune to come upon a carpeta in a different part of the
Archive of the Indies 8 which falls into place between the
consultas of November 25, 1622, and May' 4, 1624, and
which helps us understand what was happening to the Onate
case during that interim and why royal favor was at iast
shown to the suppliant. Moreover, this carpeta embodies
the missing printed meritos of Ju~n. de Onate which supply
.
important data on his life and services. 9
Lastly; a short but important document (missed by the
Writer but found by Dr. Hammond) 10 shows that Don Juan,
de Onate was still living in September 1628, and that before
",

8. A. G I., Mexico 142 (oId no. 59-2-3), a carpeta of papers (Madrid, 11 julio
1623 to 8 mar~o 1624) on la pretension de don juan de onate.
,
9. Doubtless there 'was more than one copy of 'this old imprint, but this may be
the one to which attention was first called by the late Jose Toribio Medina, historian
and noted bibliographer of Chile. H. R. Wagner, The Spanish Southwest, 151,2-1791,.
112, says: "Medina under no. 6,692 of his Hisp; Am. locates a copy of this in the A. G.
I., but I am sorry to silY that notwithstanding a vigorous search it could not be located.
He ascribes ~ probable date to it of 1624:' A closer dating places it shortly' befo~e
January 6, 1624.
. "
)0. A. G. I., Guadalajara 4 (old no. 66-5-13), Memorial y peticion del Capitan.
Cristoual de Qaldfuar, visto en 9· de septiembre de 1628.
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that date both he and his son-in-law Vicente de Zald~var
had been granted the boon of membership in the military
order of Santiago. Whatever doubt may remain after a
study: of the consultas from the years 1622-1624 would seem
to be settled by the indirect evidence that he had been
granted this signal honor.
The conclusion that Juan de Onate was relieved of his
disabilities and was exonerated by the king rests upon the
following facts. In the official papers Onate is definitely
referred to as "governor and captain general of New Mexico" and "adelantado"; by the king's order in March 1624
the latter title was to be extended to Onate's grandson; before June of that year the king had made Onate official visitor of mines and smelters of Spain with supervision of assays and the legal proving of metals; and both Onate and
his daughter's husband had been made knights of Santiago
before September 1628.
I.

CARPETA SOBRE LA PRETENSION DE ONATE
(A. G.!., Mexico 142, yrs. 1623-1624)

(a) Let the council consider the enclosed memorial of Don Juan de
Onate [asking] that the title of Adelantado of the Provinces of New
Mexico be perpetuated for him, and consult me on their opinion. (rubric of the king)
Madrid 11 July 1623
to Don Juan de Villela

(b) Decree of His Majesty on the pretension of Don Juan de Onate.
Have the contract brought, relating to the entrada and government of
New Mexico, and the Title of Adelantado. (rubric)
The contract was taken with him by the viceroy"- and here there is
no copy of it. The Title of Adelantado which His Majesty gave him has
been brought. (no signature)
14 July 1623
11. This viceroy was the Marques de Gelves who had been appointed in 1621 to
succeed the Marques de Guadalciizar. The text of the contract has been published
in Hackett (ed.). Bandelier: Historical Documents relating to New Mexico, I (1923),
~24-255.
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[The memorial of July, 1623]

SIRE
Don Juan de Onate, Adelantado of the provinces of New Mexico, says,:
that in the year '96 he contracted with His Majesty King Philip II
to conquerthe said provinces, and having complied with what was contracted and having discovered and conquered those wide-spread Kingdoms and reduced them to the obedience of His Majesty, settling monasteries and the city which they call San Juan de los Caballeros' for
the defense of the said Conquest, all within the space of eight years
at his, own cost and having spent in it more than 300,000 ducats and
having made report to His Majesty in the year 602, the grant was made
to him of the title of Adelantado of the said provinces of New Mexico
for his own life and for another generation, with the order that he
continue those new discoveries and with letters to him full of favors
and good wishes for hiin and his descendants; and he so continued until,
by order of His Majesty, he came to give a full account and also to
provide himself with [more] ,people in order to go forward.
[He petitions Your Majesty] in view of the above arid because his
children are grandchildren of Hernando Cortes, conqueror of New
Spain, and great-grandchildren of the great emperor Mot~zuma,lll
former lord of New Spairi, and grandchildren throrigli thei~ mothe'r
from Jti.anes de Tolosa, conqueror of the vilias of Llerena, San Martiii.,
and A\ino, and the Saliries of Santa Maria, the salt of which has
enabled the said silver mines to pay the fifth l2 on so mariy millions r6f
pesos], and the ~alt has ainounted to so many inillions of fanegas that
it is impossible to reduce it to numbers. For it is known that from o'nly
the mines of Zacatecas (which lIkewise he discovered ,and conquered)
they have paid 'for Your Majesty from the m~mth of May 1544 to th,e
end of De'cember 1593; 5,248,869 pesos, and fro~ the old Salirie~ more
than 240,000 pesos from what the salt has totaled since the said yeai-,
without what they have' paid during the last thirty years, bec~uie ,
what will it be from the other mines mentioned? Discovering and coriquering it all, overcoming in various battles the Indians Guachichiles
and Chichimecos, a warlike and indomitable people, since even todaY
they are a problem for Spain,-all at his oWn cost so that he and his
children are now impoverished.
An'd his fa:ther Don Christoval de Onate was one of the Conquerors of the New Kingdom of Galicia and Captain General of it in
place of Juan Vasquez Coronado a~d afterwards in the expedition made
by Don Antonio de Mendoza, viceroy of New Spain, against the rebel12. Onate has erred in this statement. What he said was true of his wife rather
than of his children.
'
13. The "fifth" was a form of royal tax. It was the king's share in, the production
of any gold or silver mine, yielding a very large part of the royal revenues.
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Hous Guachichiles of Jauico [Jalisco] 14 he held the post of Captain
General serving Your Majesty as he did on other occasions.
And likewise the said Don Christ6bal de Onate and the Juanes de
Tolosa referred to, his father-in-law, settled the renowned city of
Zacatecas, famous for its rich mines, for' which services His Majesty
Philip II, conferring on the said city an heraldic coat of arms, ordered
that his invincible name should be placed on the gates thereof and at
the foot [of the arms] he ordered to be placed the portraits of Christoval de Onate his father and of Juanes de Tol()sa so that of them, as of
famous persons, an honorable memory might remain for future ages,all of which is set forth in a Royal Cedula dated at San Lorenzo on
July 20, 1598; yet for' all the said services no grant was ever made them.
In view of all the above he [Juan de Onate] supplicates Your Majesty to make him a grant as has been done for all the caballeros who
have conquered like kingdoms in the Indies, to whom has been· granted
in perpetuity on their houses and descendants the title of Adelantado of
the provinces and Kingdoms which they have won, as was done with
Juan Lopez de Legaspi of the Isles of the Ladrones (dated in Madrid
on 13 August 1579), and for Don Sancho Bravo de Acuna of the Isles
of Terrenate (on 10 September 1613), and for Don Francisco Pacheco
de Cordova of New Galicia (on 6 March 1620), and to the Adelantado
of the Rio de la Plata, and to him of Chucatan "'-to all perpetually.
Maya grant be made to him, perpetuating in his house and his descendants the title of Adelantado which he [already] has for two generations, so that with this grant he and his descendants shall remain
thanked and compensated for the many services which have been
done for the crown of Spain, and his children and grandchildren shall
be animated to prosecute new discoveries and conquests in receiving
from Your Majesty the [same] honor which you have conferred on
others. And he does not supplicate Your Majesty for any. rents or any
assistance in costs for the many'thousandsof silver which he and his
father and father-in-law have poured ·out. in: Your RoyaJ service but
[merely] this honorary title, so that his children and grandchildren
may be animated to attempt something of that. which their great.
grandfather Hernando. Cortes attempt~d and [of that which] their
fathers and grandfathers have conquered-in all of which he shall
receive favor from the royal and liberal hands of Your Majesty.
14. This document is not the original but an uncertified copy.
unfamiliar with the name J alisco.
15. Another mistake by the copyist. Yucatan is intended.

The copyist was
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[The title of Adelantado, granted 7 Feb. 1602] ••
DON PHELIPE etc. Inasmuch as on behalf of you, Don Juan de
Onate, governor and captain general of the province of New Mexico
which is in New Spain, I have been informed that, by one of the articles
of the contract made with you by my order for the discovery, pacifying
and settling of the said provinces by Don Luis de Velasco (then my
viceroy of the said New Spain), he offered that you should be given the
title of Adelantado for your life and for that of a son or heir whom you
might name in conformity with the chapter 'of 'the instructions [regulating] new discoveries mid settlements in the Indies; and, I having.been
petitioned on your behalf that, by reason of the expenses which you
have had in the journey and labors which you have undergone, I should
order (the above article) approved; it having been so 'recommended
·[by the council] I have deemed it well, and by this Present [cedula] it
is my grant and my will, that now and henceforth for all the days of
your life you be my Adelantado of the said Provinces of New Mexico
and of the towns which in them may be settled, and after you the said
your son or heir or person whom you may name; and that as such you.
can use and may use the said title in-all cases arid things thereto belonging and relating, according and as it is used by my Adelantados in my
Kingdoms of Castile and in the Indies; and [it is my will] that, in the
·use and exercise of the said title and in bearing the rights thereto pertaining, you and your said son or heir or person whom you may name
shall observe, and that you be required to observe, the laws and edicts
of these my Kingdoms which affect it; and that you can: and may enjoy,
and shall be safeguarded in, allthe honors, favors, grants, franchises, .
liberties and exemptions, preferences, prerogatives and immunities,
and all·other things and each of them which, by reason of being my
Adelantado, you must have and enjoy and which must be safeguarded
to you; and [it is my will that] you have an9 receive the salary, rights,
and other things due and pertaining to the said office of Adelantado,
and by this my letter I order my counciIs, justices, regidores, knights,
squires,' officials, and upright men 'in all cities, toWns, and villages of
the said Province of New Mexico that' they have, receive, and hold you
and your son (or heir or person who may. succeed you) as my, Adelantado, and that they employ with you and with him the said title in
cases and matters thereto relating and pertaining, and that they respect
for you, and cause to be respected, all the honors, favors, grants,· fran'chises and liberties, preferences, prerogatives and immunities and
all other things and each of them which, by reas~m of the said office,
· you are to have and enjoy and which are to be rendered 'you, and·that

, (d)

16.

This document is a certified copy. With some slight differences. the same
cit., 396-41. For some reason, Dr. Hackett has
throughout translated uadelantado
as Ugovernor."

text may be found in Hackett. op.

UJ
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they supply you and cause you to be supplied, wholly well and completely; with all the rights and salaries due and pertaining thereto, to
the end that you lack in nothing according to the manner in which
other Adelantados have been respected and supplied and must be
respected, supplied and safeguarded who have been and are in these my
Kingdoms of Castile and in the said Indies; and that in it or in any
part of it they do not place nor allow to be placed, any restriction or
impediment, since I, by this [cedula] receive you and hold you as
received into the use and exercise thereof and I give you power and
authority to use and exercise it [the office of Adelantado] in ca'se that
by them or by anyone of them you should not be so recognized.
Given in ViIlapando,- February 7, 1602. I, the King. I, Juan
de Ibarra, secretary to the King Our Lord. I caused it to ,be written
by his' order. The licentiate Laguna. Doctor Antonio Gonzalez. The
licentiate Pedro Bravo de Sotomayor. Doctor Eujenio de Salazar.
The licentiate Villagutierre Chumazero. Corrected, from the text of
the book. Joan Fernandez (rubric)
(e) I understand that a memorial of Don Juan de Onate which
was transmitted the other day to the President [of the council of the
Indies] with a private decree of His Majesty is now in the hands of
Your Grace. If this is so, I request that Your Grace be pleased to allow
it to be seen in the Council of this afternoon, which wi1I be for me a
great favor. God guard Your Grace as I desire.
The Palace, July 17, 1623
Francisco.de Elosuy Albiz (rubric)
[to] S' Secretary Juan Ruiz de '€ontreras'
(f) The Council [of the Indies], September 1, 1623.
In reply to his order regarding the petition of Don Juan de Onate,
let His Majesty be advised that, [in reward] for the service he rendered
in New Mexico [but] in view of the charges and convictions which were
placed against him, because he was condemned to the penalties which
will be stated, no cause or obligation is found why he should be given
the grant which he claims, reference being made to the consultas which
were rendered regarding the suspension and deprivation [of governor.ship] and [showing] that he did not conquer but [merely] settled and
pacified, in compensation for which he [already] has the title of Adelantado for his life and that of an heir. (rubric)
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[fragment of an early memorial made by Onate] 17
For all of which he begs Your Majesty to do him the grace of giving him the title of Marquis of one of the provinces which he conquered
in the Kingdom of New Mexico, according to Your Majesty's promise
to the Adelantados who, by sea or 'by land, may have established and
conquered the provinces entrusted to them and [who have] complied
with their obiigations-as appears by the Ordinances of Your Majesty
which speak of this matter. (Ordinance 93) And it appears that he
has already complied with what was contracted. See foja 2476 or
the report made in New Mexico by Don Pedro de Peralta who is at
present governor, of the said Provinces, and from the testimony of the
Royal Audiencia of Mexico, by which it is evident that he has complied with his obligations.
And likewise [he begs] that the grant of the' title of Adelantado
of New Mexico which His Majesty made him for, two generations be
given him in perpetuity, as has been done with the other Adelantados
who have conquered new provinces, as for example Don Francisco
Pacheco de Cordova to whom;' because of the services of his accomplishments in new discoveries, was given the title Adelantado of New
Galicia (as, appears from his title given in Valladolid, March 6,
1610); and to Don Sancho Bravo de Acuna, of the Isle of Terrenate;
and to Miguel Lopez de Legaspi, of the Isles of the Ladrones; and to
the Adelantado of the Rio de la Plata--:;-and in all he will receive very
great favor.
[endorseq at foot 'of page:] "seen by [illegible] ... in Council, on the
afternoon of tomorrow March 6, 1624. (rubric)
(g)

(h) Let the Council consider very carefully the accompanying
memorial of Don Juan de Onate regarding his personal' [interests] and
advise me as to what may seem best regarding what 'it contains.
(rubric of the king)
Madrid, January 6, 1624.
17. The endorsement at the end of this document is a miserable scrawl, but it
has been deciphered sufficiently to'show that it belongs in this Cf1H'petrIo of papers. It is
part of an Onate memorial" of which, the fin:.t part is lost or misplaced. There is IlO
plea for the removing of p~nalties-which dates it before May 1614; and Pedro de
'Peralta is governor of New Mexico-which places it rIofter onate's return to Mexico,
but before July 17, 1613 (the date on which Peralta's successor, Bernardino de Ceballos, lefi Mexico City for Santa,Fe). This petition for'li marquisate and for the title
,of adelantado in perpetuity originated, therefore; in the ,period from late 1610 to early
1613,
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(i)

[Onate to the King, (December?) 1628] 18
SIRE

Don Juan de Onate, Adelantado of New Mexico, legitimate son
Of 'Don Christoval de Onate and of Dona Catalina de Salazar, says:
that his said father was one of the conquerors of New Spain in company with the Marquis Don Hernando Cortes; and afterwards with
three hundred soldiers he went to the conquest of the Mixton: [country]
and' the war in Jalisco as captain of cavalry andfiIling the office of
captain general, where lie fought bravely until the arrival of the viceroy, Don Antonio de Mendoza, with all the army which exceeded eighty
thousand men, expending in this expedition more than 100,000 ducats,
and after victory was had, the said viceroy left him as captain general
of that war in which daily he had to Withstand the uprisings and the
attacks which the Indians were making.
And due to the absence of Nuno de Guzman and ·of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, he was captain general in the conquest of New
Galicia. And likewise when the Marquis Don Hernando Cortes was
in extreme need and peril on the Island of EI Cardon,'" he succored
him with a ship of men and supplies for which he spent more than
60,000 .pesos;with whicl1 h,elp was attained one of the most fortunate
victories that there was in New Spain.
And for the valor of his person the said Viceroy Don Antonio de
Mendoza appointed him maesse de campo, entrusting to him the equipment of the soldiers·who were to go to the help of the Kingdom of Peru
which were in rebellion; and although [the expedition] was not carried
out, he expended a very large amount in equipping the soldiers.
And likewise he [his father] and Juanes de Tolosa, father-in-law
of the said Don Juan de Onate, were the first settlers' and conqu~rors of
the mines of Zacatecas, and [his father was] one of the four caballeros
whom the Lord King Philip II ordered to be· portrayed on the coat of
arms which he bestowed on the said city, honoring :them with these
formal words: "So that of them, as of illustrious persons; there imiybe
memory in future ages,"-as is shown by his royal cedula.· From
which' mines, conquered and settled with continuous wars against. the
hostile Indians, the "royal fifths" of Your Majesty from the year 1575
up to that of 1600 have produced five and a half millions:
And the said Don Juan de Onate [states further that] he was
married with Dona Ysabel Cortes Tolosa, [daughter of Juanes de
Tolosa and of Dona Leonor Cortes [who was] a natural daughter of
the said Marquis Hernando Cortes; and the said Juanes de Tolosa,
18. This is the printed document above referred to. See note no. 9.
19. An early and unusual name for Lower California. It may be found also il
Hammond and Rey, Obreg6n: History of New Me",ico, 251.
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father-in-law of the said Don Juan de Onate, after the conquest of the
Zacatecas [mines] penetrated forty leagues inland into an unknown
region and by fighting, with his people and forty soldiers, and by force
of arms he discovered, conquered, and settled the mines of Sombrerete,
those of San Martin, and [those of] Avin6, from which operation and
benefit there have resulted and are resulting such great increases to
the royal treasury and such an infinity of souls baptized and brought
into obedience to the Holy Gospel.
Moreover by force of arms he [Tolosa] pushed [farther] inland
and conquered the old Saline. known as [that] of Santa Maria, from
which have been taken more than 30,000 fanegas of salt a year--of such
benefit for the extracting of silver and for the maintaining of settlements in that country, since it is more than eighty leagues from where
[salt] had formerly to be secured.
.
And [he states] that he, the said Don Juan de Onate, since he
was able to bear arms, was always engaged in the war against the
hostile Indians' GuachiIes,20 in company with the Viceroy Don Luis de
Velasco; and by order of the said viceroy he went to discover and conquer the mines of San Luis, those of Chicu, and those of Charcas, and
he conquered them, doing all this at his own expense. And the mines
. of San Luis are today [1623] some of the richest in all New Spain,
from which so many millions of "fifths" .of silver have been extracted
for this Crown.
And in the year 1592 21 His 'Majesty PhiFp II ordered him to go
and conquer the Provinces and Kingdoms of New Mexico, which he
conquered in the course of thirteen years,"" all at his own expense,
disbursing in the said journey more than 300,000 ducats; which Provinces today are at peace, with the founding of a villa of Spaniards,
.' and monasteries where more than 50,000 persons have been baptized;
and although in the conquered region no mines' of gold or silver were
found, yet he was informed that in the interior there is an abundance
of gold and silver. In search [of these minerals] he entered from the
conquered region 220 leagues farther inland and found such abundance
of cattle," deer and other game for hunting and fishing that there it
seemed to be the earthly Paradise. And since he had taken only a few
people and they had suffered in .various encounters had with warlike
Indians, he was compelled to return to the conquered region, after
being told that farther inland there was a very large population which
20. A misprint for Guachichiles,
21; Another misprint. The c~mtract was drawn up in 1595 and signed in 1596.
22. Onate's resignation as governor became' effective in the snmmer of 1608.
23. There were no cattle in the New World until introduced by the Spaniard. Because of their general s~miIarity, the buffalo were at ~rst called u vacas de· la tierra,"
cattle' o! the country. . Becaus!! New Mexico was early called "Cibola," the Great
Plains were "the plains of Cibola" and the buffalo "vacas de Cibola."
.
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was said to have many towns so great that he does not describe them:
here lest he cause incredulity."'
And likewise he discovered many other Provinces, even to discovering the South Sea, for which journey he asked from His Majesty in
the year 1602 assi,stance in [more] people. And this help not being sent
to him, it was necessary for him to come to New Spain, [the viceroy]
having sent as governor of these Provinces of New Mexico Don Pedro
de Peralta, before whom testimony was taken regarding all the conquests here referred to."" And his residencia having been taken by the
Royal Audiencia of Mexico, he was adjudged a good Captain and to
have fulfilled hi.s obligations-although afterwards there were not
lacking those who preferred charges against him which resulted in his
being condemned to exile and to [a fine of] 6,000 ducats, which he paid
immediately. For this alone he fell short of being counted among the
"Conquerors of Kingdoms for their Kings."
And after all this, arriving at his mines' in Zacatecas, he found
them to have been so ill managed during hi,s absence that they were on
the point of being .abandoned; and, the' said Don Juan de Onate with'
his care, expenditures, and work had various machinery made with
which; from the year 1613 in which he arrived·there down to the year
1623, he has tithed· from his mines 137,510 ingots'" of silver which,
under the "royal fifth," have yielded 129,454 pesos of weighed gold,
without his having been indebted to Your Majesty for anything in all
this time, but rather the Royal treasury owed' him more than seventy
quintales of quicksilver.'"
And from the mining properties of the Real de,Panuco which he
inherited from Dona Catalina de Salazar his mother,. Your Majesty
has received in Royal fifths;·from December 4, 1614;. to the end of the
year 1622, 51,566 silver ingots, as is shown 9Y the records of' the
Royal treasuries.
And [he states further] that the Maesse de Campo Vicente de
Zaldivar Mendoza, husband of Dona' Maria de, Onate his only heir;s in
24. Onate is h'ere alluding to the journey which he made in 1601 to the "Quivi~a"
country and the' fabulous tales which cl';stered around that name.
25. There are no records known of the resUlenciii befo·re Peralta, here mentioned..
It is interesting to notice how Onate has summarized the events of ten years in one
Bhort paragraph.
26. The Spanish word is ma.rca., and indicates a bar of metal which has Deen
umarked" or officially stamped.
27. A quintal is a measure of weight. equal to about 100 pounds.
28. When he made his contract to colonize New, Mexico, Onate was a widower
with two children. He had taken his son Christ6bal with him, but not the baby girl
Maria. As already explained, the son was killed. The year in which Ma~ia was
married to her cousin; Vicente de Zaldivar, is not k,nown but apparently it was within
a few years after 1610. Onate's nephew thus became hiB, Bon-in-Iaw.
still another
way the two families were intermarried, becauBe Juan de Onate and an older Zaldivar
nephew had married·~isters, both daughters of Juanes de Tolasta: See below, the memorial of Cristoval de Zaidi." ...

In
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ten years after he came back from the conquest of New Mexico has
produced from his mines more than 240,000 pesos of silver yearly; and
once he produced 150,000 pesos in five months.
It appears, Sire, that almost all the silver and gold which is coming
from the mines of New Spain has been conquered and won by his
father, his· father-in-law, and his son-in-law.·
All that has been related is substantiated by official informations:
one of the year 1550 at the mines of the city of Zacatecas before Hernando Martinez, visitor of the New Kingdom of Galicia. Another before Pedro de Vergara, alcalde ordinary, in the year 1594. Another in
the city of Guadalajara before Licentiate Altamirano, member of· [that
audiencia], likewise in the year 1594. Another in the city of Mexico
before Leonel Cervantes, alcalde ordinary, in the year 1598. And an~
other in the city of Guadalajara before the Licentiate Don Juan Davalos y Toledo, member of that audiencia; and by other informations, and
certificates of the Royal treasuries. And yet for all these services his
father, hIs. father-in-law, and he have received no remuneration, but
rather they [the former] died so poor that they lacked the wherewithal
to be buried through having spent their revenues and property in the
wars [above] mentioned in the service of Your Majesty.
Regarding [his]. many other services, he asked, this year of 1623,
the Royal Audiencia of Guadalajara and [that of] Mexico that official
informations should be prepared and that they should give their opinions, the which have been presented before the Royal [Council] of the
Indies to which they are addressed.
In view of aU this, he beseeches Your Majesty to do him that favor
which his merits and those of his fathers deserve and which Your
Majesty offers in the terms granted to the conquerors of new kingdoms, so that, through the honors which Your Majesty may confer
upon him, his grandchildren ~ay be animated for Your royal service.
(j)

His Majesty, on the petition of Don Juan de Onate.
[of the Indies], March 8, 1624
Let a consulta be made·in which the last [consulta] should be covered
and [indicating] that, although the papers of his services have been
examined very particularly, no new reason has appeared which may
cause or require other recompense or favors beyond those already
made; and with reference to the opinion [received] from the Audiencia
[of Mexico?], the Council has nothing to add to what they have
[already] advised. (rubric of Ruiz de Co~treras) (and the memorandum continues in the same hand:) referring back to the generosity of
His Majesty the grant which he. may graciously be pleased to make him.
Co~ncil
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II.

CONSULTA SOBRE LA PRETENSION DE ONATE
(A. G. I:, Patronato 22, May 4, 1624)

Sire:
By an order of January 6 of this year, Your Majesty sent instructions that the Council should consider with great care the accompanying memorial of Don Juan de Onate regarding his personal [interests]
and should advise you as to what seemed best concerning them. With
this in view, the papers which he has presented on his own services and
on those of his antecedents have been scrutinized anew, and also the
memo1;ial in which he recounts them and begs Your Majesty to make
him the grant which his merits deserve and the [grant] which Your
Majesty offers in their contracts to the conquerors of new kingdoms.
Likewise the reports were examined which,in accord with the Ordinances, the Audiencia of Mexico. and that of Guadalaja~a made of all
his services; in compensation for which he asks to be given the grant of
a habit in one of the Military Orders and the revenue either of a presidency or a gover'norship in those parts or in the Philippine Islands. _In
their [written] opinion, the [Audiencia] of Mexico says that, by his
qualities and services, he is worthy of what he asks except the allowing
him revenue in the royal treasury ; and that of Guadalajara [believes]
that it will be possible to make a grant of three habits for him, for
Vicente de Zaldivar his son-in-law, and for a grandson of his. And
since in September of last year on the occasion of another order from
Your Majesty, all his services were examined and Your Majesty was
advised by the consulta (copy of which you will be pleased to see here- /
with) in which is reviewed all that has occurred in the consideratIon of
his petitions, the Council has nothing new to add (aside from the
par:eceres of the audiencias now received) since no reasons have presented themselves which would give motive or ~eed of o~her recompenses or gratifications beyond those [already] made, referring back
to the generosity of Your Majesty the grant which you may graciously
be pleased to make him, since he" lias come to these Kingdoms and has
"shown the attachment "and desire which he has of continuing his services and to do those [services] which he will have offered to Your
Majesty-who will command whatever may be most satisfactory.
Madrid, May 4, 1624 (ten rubrics)
(Endorsements on the outside show that this consuUa was received by
the king'l> secretary on May 10. The king endorsed his decision: "Let
the office of adelantado be extended for another generation." It was
again in the hands of the Council on June 22, and at some later time
the notation was made: "It has not been done.")
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III.

MEMORIAL DEL CAPITAN CRISTOVAL DE ZALDIVAR
(A. G. I., Guadalajara 4, sin fecha; visto en 9 sept. 1628)

C.aptain Crist6val de Zaldivar says:. that he was lieutenant
captain-general by appointment of the Marquis of Salinas, then viceroy of New Spain, for the pacifying of the Indians' Chichimecas and
Gauchichiles, and that' he is owner of the' mines of San Marcos and
La Palmilla from which under his administration there have been
taken, and are being taken, many millions of silver for the service of
His Majesty and for the good ofthe kingdoms; and that he is married
with Dona Leonor Cortes Motezuma, daughter of Don Juanes de Tolosa and Dona Leonor Cortes Motezuma. [The latter was] daughter of
the Marquis Hernando Cortes and Dona Isabel Motezuma, legitimate
daughter of Motezuma the former lord of New Spain. He is son
of Captain Vicente de Zaldivar, lieutenant captain-general for the said
war of the Chichimecas by appointment of the viceroy Don Martin
Enriquez, and [his father] had many haciendas of mines. And the
said Juanes de Tolosa his father-in-law was of the first conquerors and
settlers of the mines and city of Zacatecas, overcoming the Indtans in
many encounters and battles, for which services the King our lord
(may he be in glory), grandfather of His Majesty, gave [a coat of]
arms to the said city of Zacatecas and ordered to be placed at its gate
the portrait and statue of his 'said father-in-law, distinguishing him
in terms of honor. And from the mines which he settled, there have
been conquered for His Majesty, from the year 1575 to that of 1614,
6,338,000 pesos besides what has been taxed, and besides what was
taxed from the year 1540 when the mines were settled. And he is a
nephew of Don Juan de Onate; knight of the Order of Santiago, conqueror of the provinces of New Mexico, and [brother?] 2ll of Vicente de
Zaldivar of the same habit [of Santiago] who was maese de campo in
the said conquest where he rendered special services. And in view of
what is above said, he begs that favor be shown him by. honoring him
with a habit 9f [the order of] Santiago fOJ; Don Juan de Zaldivar
Cortes Motezuma, his son, only heir of his house, and by giving him a
29; This document has been translated from a transcript copy which was secured
by Dr. Geo. P. Hammond. A13 it is evident that the copyist has made a number of minor
errors. it may be that he has here omitted the word "J:1ermano.'· Otherwise Crist6bal de Zaldivar is saying that he is a nephew of both Juan de Onate and Vicente de
Zaldivar!'
.
Intermarriage among these early Spanish families certainly developed Bome curious relationships. and anyone who begins to study them is liable to develop a "geneological headache." This document. for example. adds one definite bit of information on
the onate-Zaldivar connections. Mrs. Cornish, in "The Ancestry and family of Juan
de' Onate," (Pacific Ocean in hi8tOru. 463) is uncertain as to the father of the Zaldivar
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thousand pesos of revenue in the treasury of Mexico, as has been
done with the other descendants of Motezuma. His son has been alcalde
ordinario of the said city of Zacatecas, with the approbation of the
audiencia, and he is married with Dona Isabel de Castilla, daughter of
Don Fernando Altamirano and Dona Leonor de Vera [who was]
grand-daughter of Doctor Santiago de Vera who was a member of the
audiencia of the Philippines and president of the [audiencia] of Guadalajara, where he died.
[This petition] is supported by informations, titles, and affidavits
which he presents [showing] his nobility and good qualities.
(endorsement of the memorial)
Let a consult a be sent to His Majesty that, in view of the services
:t:elated, it will be possible to make him a grant of the habit which he
asks. (a rubric)
September 9, 1628
brothers; this document shows that his name was Vicente,-but unfortunately it does
not. give the mother's name, and for this we, must look elsewhere.
In the Villagrd: History of New Me",ico (Quivira Society, 1933). p. 60, Dr. F. W.
Hodge makes the surprising comment that "Juan de Zaldivar Onate . . . is not to be
confused with the four Zaldivar brothers who accompanied Juan de Onate." Incidentally only two of the four came to New Mexico, of whom one was Juan de Zaldivar
Onate (v. Pacheco y Cardenas, Document08 ined., xvi, 100) and the other was Vicente
de Zaldivar Mendoza (v. Villagra Histaria de la Nueva Me",ico (Mexico, 1900), II, 5-6).
Did Vicente de Zaldivar the father marry an Onate or a Mendoza; or was he twice
married ?
In a document of 1612 (Hackett, Bandelier: Documents etc., I, 440-463) we
learn that young Fernando de Onate (son of Juan de Onate's older brother of that
name) has married his cousin who is a daughter of Vicente de Zaldivar and Dona
M:agdalena de Mendoza. It is possible that there was a collateral 'Zaldivar line, but
apparently this was the father of the Zaldivar brothers; and if so, who was this
Magdalena de Mendoza? Was she a half-sister of Juan de Onate?
Mrs. Cornish has shown (op. cit., 453-454) that Juan's mother was first married in
Spain to Ruy Diaz de Mendoza; left a widow, she came to New Spain where she
married Cristobal de Onate. If there was a half-sister of Juan who was married to
Vicente de' Zaldivar, sons of that marriage would be Juan's nephews,-and the Men..
doza and Onate names would be incorporated into the Zaldivar family through the
mother.
It is not impossible that through some other family connection, the Zaldivar
brothers were cousins of Juan de Onate as well as his nephews. It has already been
noted that one of them (Cristobal) became his brother-in-law, because they married
sisters; and another (Vic~~te) became his sou-in-law by marrying his daughter I
Our chief interest in :this document, however, is in its evidence as to the
habits in the Military Order of. Santiago.
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JOSEPH PROJECTUS MACHEBEUF
By SISTER M. LILLIANA OWENS
IFTY YEARS ago Archbishop John B., Lamy signed the
1 which placed the control of the vast diocese
of Denver in the hands of his friend,. Joseph Projeetus
Machebeuf.
Joseph Machebeuf was born in the heart of the sunny
land of France in a little city called Riom. True, Riom'is a
small city, but it is girt about by ancient memories. Ricompagus or Ricomum was its name when Vercengetori:?C failed
and the armies of Caesar held s:way in Gaul. In the twelfth
century Philip Augustus seized it for the crown. The modern
tqurist is struck by the appearance of Riom with its'old,
frowning houses built of lava stone. But he is also attrllcted
by the peaceful scenery that surrounds it. There at the feet
of the city flows the clear Ambene. Vineyard after vine:yard, varied here and there by fields of grain, stretches' away
to the horizon's edge.
It was in this quaint old city, on August 11, 1812, that
Joseph Projectus Machebeuf was born. The name pr.ojectus
was given him in honor of his grandfather who was his sponsor on this occasion. 2 It was also a mark of confidence in
St. Projectus who was the patron saint of the parish of
Volvic, the home· of the Machebeuf family.
His parents were of the middle class and were pious.
people. His earliest education was begun by his mother
aided by the Demoiselles Feuillercode, who kept a. school for
small children in the neighborhood. Young Machebeuf's
mother died when he was but thirteen years of' age. .This
was a heavy blow to the family. The father was now left
with three grphaned children. Fortunately a young aunt,
a sister of their mother, having no worldly cares of her own,
offered to devote her life to the care and the education of

F
.' document

1.

2,

Ms. in the Archives Denver Diocese.
Rev. W. J. Howlett. The Life of Bishop Machebeuf. PP. 20-21.
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these motherless children. This kind aunt did all she could
to fill the place left vacant by the mother.
As soon as Joseph Projectus was old enough, he was
sent to the Christian Brothers school. The succeeding years
passed without any~special incident to mark any portion of
them. After his school days he made his classiCal studies in
his native Riom.
In· 1830, ,Algiers surrendered to the French, and the
armies of France were covered with glory. All France was
stirred up, and the praises of the army w~re sung on all
sides., . A; grand review of the troops was held at Clermont, at
which young Machebeuf was present.. His admiration was
boundless. He was moved almost to the point of volunteering. But the word that would have made a soldier of him
was never spoken and he. returned home. He had gone to
the review without the permission of his father. Soon, however, word of his son's action reached his ears and the father
was greatly displeased. He showed this displeasure by a
stern silence. The young Joseph could not stand the breach
that was widening betwen his father and himself and finally
asked him for an interview. In this talk he told his father
ofhis desire to join the French army. The father told him
that he was free to go but he set down one condition: "Consider well what you are to do," he said, "And then do what
you think is the will of God." 3 \
The young man reflected seriously tor awhile and then
consulted Abbe Dolline, pastor of the church of St. Amable
in piom. The latter advised his young friend to enter the
Seminary of Mont Ferrand, and he followed the advice of his
spiritual guide. This was at the ,beginning of October 1831.
.During his course at the Seminary there were frequent visits
paid to the seminary at Mont Ferrand by missionary priests
.and bishops. The stories they told of the life and work in far
away countries kept alive in the heart of this young man the
desire to be a light-bearer to the peoples sitting in darkness.
He loved to speak especially of one missionary who visited
3.

Howlett, op. cit.,' p. 28.
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the seminary during his course. This missionary was Father
Odin, C. M.,4 who afterwards became Bishop of Galveston
and Archbishop of New Orleans. He was eager toaccompany Father Odin back to America but his superiors advised
him to finish his course in Mont Ferrand and .to await another opportunity.
On December 21, 1836 he received sacerdotal consecration at the hands of Bishop Feron and by the grace of God
was made "a priest forever." After his ordination he" was
sent as assi~tant to the ~ld pastor at Cendre, In the parish
adjoining this was his oId Sulpician director Father
Garrigue. Frequent intercourse with this holy priest kept
alive his early desire for the mission fields.
In the fall of 1838; Bishop Purcell, then recently consecrated to the See of Cincinnati, made his first visit to Rome.
Bishop Purcell had been a student under the Sulpicians at
Paris and Father Comfe, his former spiritual director, was
now superior at Mont Ferrand~ On his way through Paris,
Bishop Purcell wrote to Father Comfe asking him to ,procure
some missionaries for his new diocese. This was the opportunity for which the young Father Machebeuf had been looking. He eagerly seized upon it and was among the first to
offer hi,mself.Accompanyirig him was his life-long friend,
Father Lamy,5 afterwards the great Archbishop of Santa Fe.
Fathers Machebeuf and Lamy hid their purpose from their
family and in disguise went to Paris to give themselves to
Bishop Purcell: They embarked on the Havre, May 21,
1839. 6 Their party consisted of fifteen: Bishop Flaget,
Bishop Purcell, Father McGill (later -Bishop of Richmond),
and twelve from Clermont.
4. O'Ryan, Cathedral Dw.mond Jubilee, "A Sketch of the Life of Bishop
Machebeuf." p. 15.
5. Willa Cather, Death Comes for the Arehbish01J gives a splendid sketch of the
life of these two men as missionaries in the Southwest.
. 6. Thirty years later, up'on his first visit to his native diocese after he had
been made bishop, the Sema,ine Religisuse of Clermont in'its issue of Sept. 13, 1869
described his departure. Copy in French apud Archives Denver Diocese.
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. They were forty-four days at sea. This we learn from a
letter written by Machebeuf to his father dated August 8,
1839 :7
... We are all now in New York, in good health
after forty-four days of navigation, August 21,
1839 ...
A few weeks after his arrival Father Machebeuf was appointed assistant to a zealous Irish priest, Father McNamee,
pastor of Tiffin, Ohio. 8 From Father McNamee the young
French missionary'learned the English language. On January 28, 1840 Father Machebeuf wrote to his father telling
him of this appointment.' This letter 9 and many of the succeeding letters which.he wrote to his family in France give a
picture 'of Ohio which no historian, written at the present
day, could paint with similar exactitude. A careful examination of the map of eight or nine counties that circle around
Tiffin will give us an idea of the territory under the care of
Fathers McNamee and Machebeuf. The health of Father
McNamee was never good hence most of the outside mission
work fell to the lot of the younger priestJ° From house to
house and from village to village he traveled with his little
bundle of sacred vessels and vestments. The peace of God
and the fruits of his grace followed in the youthful missionary's footsteps. He was welcomed· in every home, Catholic
and non-Catholic alike.
I The year of 1841 opened for Father Machebeuf under
circumstances somewhat changed. He had been appointed.
pastor of Lower Sandusky and the surrounding missipns,
and, while this was a less extensive field than he had formerly had, his responsibilities were heavier. Lower Sandusky was then but a village on the Sandusky river. In 1850;
when Sandusky City, on Lake Erie, began to forge rapidly
ahead ~nd overshadow its partial namesake, the name Lower

.

7.
8.
9.
Denver
10.

Ms. apud Archives of Denver Diocese.See Machebeuf Collection apud Archives Denver Diocese.
This letter and all the correspondence (in French) are on file apud Archives
Diocese.
How!"tt, op. cit., p. 68'.
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SanduskY was changed to Fremont. The manner of his
appointment, and a description of the place with its prospects
are best given by Father Machebeuf in a letter 11 written to
his sister under date of May 10, 1841. Another letter 12
written at this time gives further details of his missionary
work, and a fuller description of the early settlements on the
border of the Western Reserve. The early Church in North
America kept pace with the progress of early civilization. This is shown in a letter 13 from Father Machebeuf
to his father dated March 26, 1841.
In 1844 Father Machebeuf visited his home in France.
On his return he brought with him several priests and ten
Ursuline Sisters who were to devote themselves to missionary work in America. As the years went on, the work of
Macheheuf increased. Every year brought new settlements
and settlers. As a result new churches had to be built,but
the brave heart of the French priests never quailed.
As the year 1849 advanced, the affairs of Father Machebeuf assumed better shape. On May 10, 1849 he wrote a letter 14 to his brother in a more cheerful vein. He remarked
that religion in the western country was flourishing and that
at that moment the bishops were assembled· in a national·
council at Baltimore to confer for the good of the Church in
America.. A .great change was being prepared for Machebeuf in that gathering of bishops. On May 11, the day after
he wrote his letter, the bishops formulated their petition to
the Propaganda for the erection ·of the Vicariate Apostolic
of New Mexico, and recommended the life-long friend Qf
Machebeuf,Father Lamy, as the first vicar apostolic. Father
Machebeuf rejoiced that his friend was thus honored. It
would mean definite separation for them but his own work
was sufficient to keep his mind and body occupied. With
all his energy he set himself to work to leave no time for
lamentation.
11.
12.
13.
14.
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The official news of the appointment of his old friend
came froin the pen of Father Lamy, himself, but with it
came, a proposition which upset his mind and threw him into
a state of doubt, hesitation, and fear. In a letter 15 to his
sister written "On board the Peytona, January 1851," he
says:
... [Father Lamy] said to me "they wish that I
should be Vicar Apostolic and I wish you to be my
Vicar General and from these two vicars we shall
try to make one good pastor ... " At first I did not
know what kind of an answer to give ... The other
clergy whom I consulted told me that they had expected Bishop Lamy to ask me to go with him, and
they thought it clear that Providence designed that
I should go ...
At length he made rip his mind to accompany his old
friend, Father Lamy, to" Santa Fe. His people in Sandusky
loved him and it was with a struggle on both sides that he
left them. Bishop Lamy was consecrated on Noveinber
1850 16 and immediately set out for Santa Fe. Father Machebeuf, once his decision had been made, lost no time in useless preparations. He met Bishop Lamy in New Orleans.
They found in San Antonio that it would be unsafe for them,
on account, of Indians, to proceed alone, so they awaited a
government. train which would soon be on ·~ts way west.
They arrived in Santa Fe in 1851, only to find affairs in New
Mexico ina very sad plight. There was much to dishearten
these zealous missionaries. But, never despairing, they set
to work, traveling up and down, visiting all the valleys and
pueblos of the' country. Until the end of 1858, Father
Machebeuf, though attending many outside missions, was
pastor of the cathedral in Santa Fe.
'
But the missions in Arizona needed a capable man and
Bishop Lamy found none so fit as Father Machebeu{ For
this reason he sent Father Machebeuf to several missions
among the Mexicans in Arizona, and to some missions among
the Indians. .His chief mission in Arizona was Tucson.
15.
16.

Ms. apud Archives Denver Diocese.
O'Ryan, op. cit., p. 17.
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In the midst of his work in Arizona, a letter came from
Bishop Lamy calling him home. He little suspected the fate
to which that letter destined' him. Arriving in Santa Fe
. towards the end of 1859, weak and weary after the toilsome
journey from Tucson, he found that he was destined now to
leave New Mexico and to go to work under the shadow of
Pike's Peak in Colorado. Up to this date little was known in
Santa Fe of the district of Colorado. A lonely inhospitable
land it seemed, with its grim mountains standing like huge
sentinels. Yet that desolate land was to bloom. Father
Joseph Projectus Machebeuf was the one destined by God
to raise here the cross of Christ and to preach the faith .of
Christ.
Bishop Lamy sent him to care for the Catholics of Colorado and gave, him John Baptist Raverdy, a young French,
prriest, ,as his companion. The mission had come about in
this way. In the spring of 1860 Bishop Miege of Leavenworth arrived in Auraria, the little village on the banks of
Cherry Creek that has since blossomed into the beautiful
Denver of today. Bishop Miege returned home, and, thinking it better to have Colorado annexed to Santa Fe and thus
placed under the jurisdiction of Bishop Lamy, he wrote to .
Rome requesting the transfer of dominion. Rome acceded to
his request. 'Hence it was ,that 'Father Machebeuf was sent
to the new district.
Father Machebeuf and his companion set out for their
strange new mission at the ~nd of Septe.mbe~ 1860 and
reached the little town of- Denver about October 20, 1860.n
The two missionaries set to work to build the first little Catholic church in the district. This was later to be the first
cathedral of the Diocese of Denver. It was fifty feet by forty
whep. completed. Later, aisles and a tower were added.
Mass was celebrated in it for the first time on Christmas
morning 1860.18
17.
18.

Howlett, op. cit., p. 89.
O'Ryan, op. cit., p. 20:
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Up and downthrough the mountains to the various mining centers the two priests went finding here and there a few
Catholics whose needs were attended. There was wealth
enough in Colorado, in those pioneer days, but the mountains
held it close to themselves. Hard work and poor fare were
the lot of the pioneer priest and people. Hope held her shining wings over them and visions of future happiness consoled
and comforted them.
The first years in Colorado held little material comfort
for Fathers Machebeuf and Raverdy. During.thewinter of
1862-1863 the two priests shared one overcoat and on the
coldest days when one went out the other must needs stay at
home. The spirit of faith, that spirit that led the Master out
into the desert, upheld them.
For years Fathers Machebeuf and Raverdy were alone.
Thefr lives were as purely missionary as was that of St.
Paul. In 1864 Father Raverdy went to visit Utah and Montana, leaving Father Machebeuf alone in Colorado. In 1863
and 1864 priests from Santa Fe were looking after the southern Colorado missions near the New Mexican line.
Meanwhile; Catholics were pouring in with the tide of
immigration. Children were growing up and teachers were
needed. Father Machebeuf saw the need of a Catholic
school; accordingly he secured a colony of Sisters ·of Loretto 19 from Santa F.'e to undertake the work. He purchased .
for them a neat frame house on Fourteenth and California
streets and here they opened what later became the splendid
St. Mary Academy.20
In 1867 Bishop Lamy saw that Colorado was now too
large for his jurisdiction and on his recommendation Colorado and Utah were erected into one vicariate apostolic by
decree of the Sacred Congregation of Feb. 15, 1868. Father
Machebeuf was appointed its vicar apostolic 21 and conse19.

22, 1864

See letter to his sister, dated July
apud Archive Denver Diocese.
20. Sr. M. Lilliana Owens, S. L., Ph.D. 'HistorY of the Sisters of Loretto in the
Trans-Mississippi West, ch. VIII, St. Louis University libra~y, St. Louis, Missouri.
21. The document in which Bishop Lamy hands over the custody of the Denver
district is on file in the Machebeuf Collec.tion apud Archives Denver Diocese.
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crated bishop in St. Peter's Cathedral, Cincinnati, on August
16, 1868, by his old friend, Arc1?-bishop Purcell. On his return to Denver that fall he appointed the Reverend,J. B. Raverdy as his vicar general.
After 1868 things took on a more progressive appearance in Colorado. The Catholic population was less floating.
Here and there, in Central City, Georgetown, Conejos, and
several other places, missions changed into fixed parishes.
Churches, unpretentious to be sure, started up. In all the
work Bishop Machebeuf shared. No church or chapel was
built without his care. This energetic little priest was a
familiar figure to every coach driver in Colorado, as he was
later to the railroad men. The old pioneers especially loved
him. Bishop Machebeuf through his heroic charity and deep
self-sacrifice laid the foundations of Christianity in Colorado. He was, indeed, Colorado's Apostle. He rarely left
his diocese, and never except when there was great need.
The needs of his growing diocese kept him at home.
In 1884 he attended the Plenary Council at Baltimore.
During the council he asked Cardinal Gibbons if it might
be possibie to create him a plenary bishop. Later in 1886 he
wrote a letter to the cardinal asking the same thing. Cardinal Gibbons advised him to petition Rome for this favor,
adding tha:t since he was old and crippled in the cause of
Christ he should accept a coadjutor. His petition was
granted and on June 22, 1887 he received word from Rome
that the 'Reverend Nicholas Matz had been appointed as his
coadjutor with the right of succession. This news was an
indication that the Vicariate of Colorado was to give way to
the Diocese of Denver, and that the title which Machebeuf
had borne for nineteen years as its vicar apostolic would. be
changed for the newer and more regular title of Bishop of
Denver. !3y Brief of August 16, 1887 (the anniversary of
his consecration) these changes were made, and on August
19, 1887 the Bulls were issued, constituting, the Reverend
Nicholas Matz "Bishop of Telmessa in part. in/. and coad-

I
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jutor with the right of succession to the Right Reverend" Joseph P. Machebeuf." 22
.
For ten years, despite his coadjutor, Bishop Machebeuf
went up and down his diocese as of old, laying a cornerstone
here, blessing a church there, preparing plans for a school or
giving the sacrament of confirmation. On Easter Eve, 1889,
he met with a serious accident on Fifteenth street in Denver.
This shock left his system weakened. His indomitable will
fortified his body, which was in the habit of finding its "rest
in action," but at least he was forced to yield. Returning to
Denver from a ,pastoral trip on July 3; 1889 he went to his
favorite retreat, St. Vincent's Orphanage, and here on the
morning of July '10, 1889, surrounded by the Sisters of
Charity and the priests of the Denver diocese, he died. His
body lay in state inthe chapel of St. Mary Academy until the
evening of July 15, when it was taken to his humble cathedral to lie in state until the funeral the next day. He wal;l
buried temporarily under the altar in the chapel of the Sisters of Loretto at old St. Mary Academy oil California street.
Later, his body was removed to Mount Olivet where it remains at present.
Monsignor William O'Ryan 23 says:
..'- Many who think they knew Bishop Machebeuf, yet who merely knew him ashe appeared to
them in his later years, a simple grey-haired -man,
small of stature, limping painfully, will never know
the greatness of the man. Bishop Machebeuf was
no orator, but he preached instructive and substantial sermons that satisfied his people. His greatest
'affection was for the Mexicans. 24
'
Bishop Machebeuf had to build up the Church of Colorado from nothing. He was not' content to establish it for
the present alone, but looked far into the future. Whenever he
saw that a town or settlement showed signs of being perma22.' Howlett, op. cit., p. 403.
23. O'Ryan, op. cit., p. 23.
24. A manuscript apud Archives Denv¥ Diocese "Bishop Machebeui's love of
the Mexicans and Conejos," testifies to Monsignor O'Ryan's statement. This manuscript was written by the Reverend Aloysius Brucker, S. J.
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nent, he was on the spot to secure locations for churches and
schools. He did not wait-for the people to pay fortheir construction. When he found the people impoverished, he would
pay for the new churches out of his own funds. Bishop
Machebeuf was embarrassed financially during his own
lifetime and his successors were embarrassed for years afterwards, but iIi 'the end it all turned out well and Colorado has
reason to thank Bishop Machebeuf for his far reaching' and
'enthusiastic foresight. .There is an honored list of pioneer
bishops of America, who did the work of the pioneer and
lived the life of the pioneer.. Bishop :flaget of. Kentucky
heads this list, and then come Brute, Rosati,. Fenwick, Lor.as, \
Cretin, Lamy and others. The list did not close until it had,
inscribed upon it, the name of Joseph Projectus Machebeuf
:-the Apostle of Colorado.
Denver, Colorado.
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Brothers of Light: the Penitentes of the Southwest. By
Alice Corbin Henderson. (Harcourt, Brace and Company,
N. Y., 1937. 126 pp., ills. $2.50.)
Penitente observances, as well as Indian ceremonials
and scenic wonders, attract visitors to New Mexico and offer
New Mexicans opportunity to talk about their state and
people. Although much has been written about the Penitentes, the material is scattered, some of it is sensational
and journalistic, and frequently it is written by people who
have witnessed a penitential procession without understanding in any degree the background and psychology of the
people.
So it is with great satisfaction that one turns to a book
such as Brothers of Light by Alice Corbin Henderson. Mrs.
Henderson has for twenty years lived in New Mexico. She
knows its people, its history, and its folklore, and she is
thus peculiarly fitted to write about the Penitentes.
To my knowledge this is the second book upon this subject. The first, The Passionists of the Southwest, was written by the Reverend Alexander M. Darley and was published
in Pueblo, Colorado, in 1893. Mr. Darley was a' Protestant missionary in the Colorado area and came into the possession of some Penitente papers from which, with the aid of
tales and observations, he wrote his book. Hotly antagonistiG and condemnatory, he fails utterly to see the background or to sense the sincerity of the Penitentes.
Mrs. Henderson has written the second book about these
people. And what a contrast it is. Sympathetic and unprejudiced, she presents the best account of the Penitentes yet
published.
The first part of Brothers of Light is the personal experiences of the author several years ago in Abiquiu, New Mexico. There she witnessed the drama of the Penitentes, the
penances, the processions, the crucifixion, and the tinieblas.
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Viewing them with friendly eyes, Mrs. Henderson presents
a most satisfying account of the Holy Week ceremonies.
This forms about one-half of the book. Next there follows a
brief sketch of the history of the order. The author accepts
without question the origin of the group in the Third Order
of St. Francis as established by the Spanish friars. This
idea has been repeated various times by such writers as
Charles F. Luinmis, Ralph E. Twitchell, and others. No attempt, to date, has been made to trace the connection of the
Penitentes to the Third Order that, to this writer, has proved
convincing.
Mrs. Henderson proceeds to indicate, by various documents, the practice of penitential ceremonies and presence
of the Third Order in New Mexico. Similar penances in
Mexico, and the Holy Week processions in Seville, are mentioned, and the publicity given the Penitentes since the
United States assumed control of the territory is indicated.
Approximately the final third of the book is devoted to
"notes." This includes some alabados in Spanish with an '
English translation, and the account of a Penitente ceremony as taken from the thesis of Mr. Lawrence F. Lee (University of New Mexico, 1910). The carving of the figures
on the death carts, a long quotation from Mme. Calderon de la
Barca's book, and a brief statement of the geographic extent
of the Penitentes concludes this section of the book.
There is- a page and a half of bibliography which includes the more obvious published materials. It is unfortunate that mere mention is made of Mary Austin, Harvey
Fergusson, Raymond Otis, and Ruth Laughlin Barker, who
have each contributed something to the knowledge and
interpretation of the Penitentes.
On the whole this is a most welcome volume. It assembles hitherto scattered articles and ideas into _a compact,
sympathetic record. It does not add anything new to the
knowledge of the Penitentes ;on the contrary it is an entirely
popular account. Also the three obvious divisions of the
book might have been fused, thus avoIding some repetition
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and presenting a more connected and forceful story, for
there is evidence thr'oughout of the sympathetic understand, ing of the Penihinte psychology.
One cannot conclude this review without mention of the
interesting illustrations and striking cover design. These
were done by William Penhallow Henderson, husband of the
author, and add much to the attractiveness of the book.
DOROTHY WOODWARD.

University of New Mexico.
Pioneer Posts of Texas. Compiled by Joseph H. Toulouse and
James R. Toulouse., (The Naylor Company, San Antonio,
Texas,1936. xiii-166 pp., ms., maps. $2.00.)
Military Camps and Posts in Oklahoma. 'By William Brown
M()rrison. (Harlow Pub: Corp., Oklahoma City., Okla., 1936.
180 pp., ills. $2.50.)
Merely skimming the mass of unworked material available on United States military establishments, the above
two volumes give but a hint of the wealth of romance and
stirring history to be found in the official reports as wel~ as
the newspaper files and diaries existing not-only in the national capital but throughout the' nation. Volumes upon
volumes are stored upon dusty shelves in departments, bureaus and neglected storage ,places in Washington, D. C.,
which would reveal much history now forgotten, and would
yield abundant material for writers and jourmilists in other
fields. Captain Toulouse and his son James have for years
been gathering both data and pictures of army posts in,th~
Southwest, and the publication of their book on Texas forts
makes one eager for the volume to be issued on New Mexico
military establishments from 1846 to the present. It would
be easy for the research student to point out inconsistencies,
omissions, and errors in the present volume, but in the main
iUs worth while and does lay the foundation and point the
way for future compilation, research, and publication; The
first chapter opens gloriously with the Alamo, and the last
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deals rather ingloriously with the unsuccessful campaign Of
General Sibley and his Confederates to capture Fort Union
during the Civil War. The comparatively long and detailed
descriptions of For.ts Griffin and Richardson give a well
rounded picture of fort construction and life at the far western army posts.' Sanitary and moral conditions in many in- .
. stances were deplorable, at least around 1870, which seems
to be.the year of the reports from which most of the data are
culled. The frontispiece map is not as complete as it mjght
be, although it is reproduced from an old war department
map of the year mentioned, several of the forts mentioned
in the text not being shown. The plats and pictures of forts
and several of the portraits are most interesting. The views
of Fort Bliss, Fort Fillmore, Fort Craig, and Fort Stanton,
as they appea:red in the early years of the Civil War are from
paintings by the late Colonel A. J. Fountain, the tragic disappearance of whose father is still one of the unsolved mys.teries of the Southwest. The typography is excellent. The
publishers have this to say of the authors:
Major Joseph H. Toulouse,U. S. Army, became interested in old pioneer posts west of the Missouri River when
he was called upon to inspect Camp Cody at Deming, New
Mexico, and found a portion of the troops· temporarily
camped on the site of old Fort Cummings. From that time
until the present he has gathered the records of'165 such
posts. His collection of prints" diagrams and pictures of
old posts isone of the largest official records in the hands of
a private collector.· His son, James Raymond Toulouse, a
student of the University of New Mexico, worked along with
Major Toulouse for years examining old war department
records, reading and copying reports of military orders
issued in the operation of western posts and aided materially
in the preparation of the records of Pioneer Posts of Texas.
Major Toulouse is a Spanish War veteran. Captain of a'
New Mexico Infantry company on the border in 1916-1917,
afterwards commissioned a Major and Inspector General of
the New Mexico National Guard and assigned as Field Sec,.
retary of the United States Food Administration and Council of Defence. The Toulouse home is at Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
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The other volume, that treating of'the military posts and
camps in Oklahoma, covers incidents and features of life at
military posts rather than details of their construction and
management. Furthermore, chronologically, it does not
confine itself to the tale of anyone year but the reader has
a running account of an epoch in which appears vivid mention of many inilitary men who also at one time or other
figured in the history of New Mexico and some of· whom
gained fame on either side of the Civil War conflict· or in
Indian campaigns. As said by the author in his foreword:
The writer has long been impressed with the rather striking part milit~ry posts have played in the history of Oklahoma.... In telling,the story of the various military posts
and camps almost every vital movement in Oklahoma history
is touched upon-the coming. of- the southern Indians and
their location in this territory; the Civil War and its blighting effect on Oklahoma; Reconstruction, the railroads, and
the hordes of Kansas and Plains Indians brought here.; the
Northern Drive; the Boomer campaigns and the Runs; the
final struggle of the Five Civilized Tribes and the coming of
Statehood.
A bibliography and an index, such as the student misses
in the Toulouse volume although it does not matter to the
general reader, are parts of the well-printed and beautifully
illustrated Oklahoma book.-P. A. F,. W.

